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* Campus crime
Weekend rape reported at Delta Tau Delta
The Delta Tau Delta house where a woman was al le gecIly raped Friday morning (I Ach"Wcki photo.)
• Elections
Voting to take place, 
at DTAV, not Hilltop
By S. R. Judd
Staff Writer
Though Hilltop Commons has
been the traditional voting area,
the T. Russell Woolley Confer-
ence Room in the Dons Twitchell
Allen Village Community Center
will be the place where students
can cast their vote on Nov. 3.
Wanda Thomas, Orono town
clerk, said the University of Maine
has done away with the Hilltop
Conference Center, which has been
made into office space and is no
longer available for voting polls.
"The original proposal was the
Dexter Lounge at Alfond Arena,
but we wanted something as close
to the original voting place as pos-
sible so the university gave us the
Woolley Room at DTAV," Tho-
mas said.
John Diamond, interim vice
president of Public Affairs said
Thomas did not know about the
conversion of the usual voting area
into office space until about a week
ago.
'This could have been settled
months ago but no one was aware
of this until now," he said.
Diamond said the decision of
where to put the new polling place
was up to the town clerk and town
office.
The voting process is totally
run and operated by the town of
Orono, Diamond said.
"Changing the location with-
out advertising might caus- confu-
sion to voters," he said.
"Because of this, the town of-
fice wanted a close place to Hill-
top," he said.
Diamond said the town office
will be advertising the new polling
place because they have to by law
and they realize they must make an
effort to make voters aware of the
change.
"State law .egulates what type
of places can be used as polling
places and was a major concern of
the town office," Diamond said.
Thomas said the Orono town
office expects a heavy registration
enrollment on the day of the elec-
tion.
"As of Sept. 25 there are 2,216
voters registered for the UMaine
precinct," Thomas said.
Thomas said the number may
inflate to 3,000 or more on election
day, though not all of the 2,216
who are registered will vote be-
cause some students who iegis-
tered last year may not he here or
will just not vote.
"The definite ones that will vote
are the ones that register to vote on
the day of the election," Thomas
said.
'There is a bigger turnout for
Sec VOTING on page 18
By Bonnie Satterfield
Staff Writei
A woman was allegedly raped
at the University of Maine's Delta
Tau 13elta fraternity house early
Friday, Oct. 9.
Both the victim and the accused
are UMaine students. No formal
charges had been filed against the
alleged rapist at press time.
The alleged rape was reported to
the Orono Police Department short-
ly after 2 a.m. on Oct. 9 by a friend
nf the victim
According to a university lams
release, 45 people were socializing at
the fraternity hose when the alleged
rape occurred.
'The call was originally about
someone having problems from an
asthma attack. We [11Maine Public
Safety] responded because the case
fell into our junsdiction After we
responded, it developed to an assault
ease, although we didn't know the
location of the alleged rape at that
time," William Laughlin, UMaine
Public Safety Investigator, said.
According to Laughlin. the in-
vestigation has been slow because
of the absence of potential witness-
es and students involved due to
October break.
"We've talked to a few people
over the week by phone, we're still
collecting information. We've had
some problems due to witnesses go-
ing home over break," he said. "Sev-
eral people are due hack to give state-
ments. 11ntil they get hack, we won't
be able to put together a final report."
Peter lis.c-in advisor foi
Delta Tau Delta, said "I've been ad-
vised not to comment at this time due
to the ongoing investigation and for
the hest interest of the suspect."
Kevin Greene. president of Delta
Tau Delta, also declined to comment
"We're hoping to submit a final
report late this week or early next
week to the district attorney,"
Laughlin said.
The case is being investigated by
1. Maine Public Safety and the Orono
Police Department.
40 The Maine Center tor the Aits
Dancers bring tradition to MCA
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
With vibrant colors, authentic
costumes and centuries-old danc-
es, the American Indian Dance The-
atre celebrated segments of history
and tradition at the Maine Center
for the Arts last night.
Twenty-six dancers from 15
tribes presented a mixture of dance.
drumming, singing and elaborate
costumes that included ceremoni-
al dances and celebrations from
many different regions.
Most impressive of the perfor-
mances were the costumes. They
included an elaborate mix of feath-
ers and draping shawls, all in the
most vibrant colors imaginable.
Every costume was authentic,
and not created just for the show.
They were actual Native Amen -
can Costumes, made by the danc-
ers or members of their families
who passed them down from gen-
eration to generation. Each cos-
tume is designed to express the
dancer's individuality and includ-
ed tribal patterns qiu1 colors
The music included many an-
cient songs also passed down
through the years by word of
mouth, since none of the music is
ever written down. They were sung
in both vocables and tribal lan-
guages.
The drum is the primary instru-
ment by which all the dancers
movements were based with ac-
A member of the American Indian Dance Theatre at the Maine
Center for the Arts last night. (Kiesow photo.)
companying rattle and bells
instruments.which were often
worn on the dancers costumes.
The show opened with the el-
ders remembering their traditions
which they would pass to the
younger generation. The beginning
dance was a a ceremonial grass
dance where the elders stomped a
clearing. Other traditional dances
revolving around stomping and
bowing followed, all including the
most intricate headdresses and cos-
tumes made of feathers.
Sec DANCE on page 18 •
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WorldBriefs
• Explosion
IRA bomb attack injures five in pub
1
 
LONDON (AP) — Five people were injured Monday when a small bomb
exploded in a pub near a busy area frequented by tourists. just minutes after a warning
from the Irish Republican Army.
The lunchtime blast in the Leicester Square-Covent Garden area followed seven IRA
bombings last week that injured seven people.
The IRA haL generally tried to cause maximum disruption by its attacks.
The blast is "typical of the cynical disregard that the terrorist has for public safety and
life, indeed people in general," said George Churchill-Coleman, commander of Scotland
Yard's anti-terrorist unit. He said the explosion was caused by a small device.
The explosion at 1:32 p.m. at The Sussex pub came nine minutes after a man identifying himself
as an IRA member telephoned a radio station to warn of a bomb in the Leicester Square area.
The pub is near the square and Covent Garden, both areas popular with visitors. The site
of the bomb blast is about a half-mile from the National Gallery, a major art museum.
"There was a great shudder. The floor shook," said Debbie Sealey, manager of the
nearby Jigsaw clothing store.
Graham Anderson, manager of the Ice Tea House across the street trom the pub, reported
seeing "blood everywhere."
"I just heard a very large bang and looked out of the window and all the sort of main
windows had been blown out," said Anderson.
"Lots of people were running around.... I saw one person who was seriously injured and
several others badly cut being taken out of the pub," Anderson told Sky Television.
Elaine Young, deputy general manager of the University College Hospital, said five men
were taken to the hospital, including one with serious facial and neck injuries. Two were
released after treatment.
• Disaster
Earthquake shakes Cairo
3
 
CAIRO. Egypt (AP) — A strong earthquake
shook Cairo Monday afternoon, causing some dam-
age and injuries in the city center and reportedly
knocking out electricity and telephones in parts of the
country.
There was no immediate estimate of the intensity of the
earthhquake. which lasted about 20 seconds and was pre-
ceded by a loud roar.
At least five people were reported injured in the heart of
Cairo. A pool of blood was on Kasr el-Nil Street, a main
thoroughfare, and a man was seen being shoved into a car to
go to a hospital. Stones tumbled from some buildings,
smashing at least four automobiles.
The government-owned Middle East News Agency said
the quake was felt in most of Egypt's 26 provinces. It said
there were reports of "electric power cuts and telephone
communications ruptures in a number of areas."
Panicked people rushed into Cairo's streets. Drivers
stopped cars sideways and jumped out to join the throng.
After the tremor, a woman stood on a sidewalk, scream-
ing. People sat together in a downtown square, tears stream-
ing down their faces.
A man shouted " A Hahn akbar" ( "God is great") through
a mosque loudspeaker and pleaded with the crowds to keep
calm.
• Election
Shevardnadze wins top
, ,post in Georgia elections
4 TBILISI, Georgia (AP) — Eduard Shevard-nadze overwhelmingly won election as parliament
chairman, the top government post in this strife-
torn former Soviet republic, preliminary results showed
Monday.
The former Soviet foreign minister won about 95 per-
cent of the votes cast Sunday in the Caucasus Mountains
nation, said Merab Alsksidze, chairman of the Central
Election Committee.
Although Shevardnadze ran unopposed. he would have
lost if he had received less than one-third of the votes.
The balloting was seen as a referendum on the legitima-
cy of Shevardnadze's rule as leader of the ruling State
Council. He returned to power in his native land in March
after the ouster of President Zviad Gamsakhurdia in a brief
civil war. Ethnic fighting in parts of Georgia has since
occupied his attention.
• Bomb e,tplodes after warning from Irish Repubican Arniy
• Serbs claim to have opened blocked supply route
• Earthquake causes injuries, knocks out power in Egypt
Naimmismiellft
0 Bosnia-Herzegovina
Serbs open vital supply line in Bosnia
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Serbs claimed Monday their forces2 reopened a vital supply line across northern Bosnia that had been blocked by,' Bosnian
government troops.
The route connects a large Serb-held region in western Bosnian with Serb-held areas
eastern Bosnia and with Serbia itself, and provides the western region with virtually all it,
food and fuel. There was no report on casualties in the fighting over the corridor.
In Sarajevo, the besieged Bosnian capital, government military leaders reportedly
planned to boycott today's scheduled meeting with Serbs to discuss ending the siege. The
boycott would be to protest the refusal of Serb forces surrounding Sarajevo to let crews
restore water and electricity, which have been cut off for three weeks.
More than 14,000 people have been killed since ethnic Serbs. backed by Yugoslav federal
troops, rebelled against majority Muslims and Crozts, who voted in February for indepen-
dence from Yugoslavia. Fighting in Bosnia broke out two months after Yugoslavia declared
a truce in its war to prevent the secession of Croatia, where fighting claimed 10,000 lives.
local Serb military command was quoted by the Bosnian Serb SRNA news agency
today as saying the northern land corridor had been reopened and that traffic was once again
flowing normally. Thousands of trucks. tankers and cars were reportedly backed up for
three days along the route after it was blocked by Bosnian forces.
Bosnian government forces — apparently light infantry units — closed the corrider
Friday when they occupied two villages and a six-mile stretch of road near Brcko in
northeastern Bosnia, just a few days after suffering a stinging defeat in Bosanski Bred to
the west.
The capture of Bosanski Bred by Serb forces on Tuesday and the retreat of its fighters
across the Sava River into Croatia removed a threat to the corridor.
IIMMINNO
Work. Digest
3
• Jet crash
Death toll in El Al air
disaster lowered
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) -- Authori-
ties further lowered the estimated death toll in the El
Al air disaster to 67 Monday after finding that dozens
of people thought missing had been on vacation or never
reported moving.
Police teams worked round the clock over the weekend
to compile a new list of missing people based on post office
records, family doctors' lists, sport club memberships andbank clients.
Officials initially feared as many as 250 people died
when a Boeing 747-200 cargo plane ripped an apart-
ment building in two on Oct. 4, but the first list of
missing residents was based on unreliable city regis-
tries.
Despite intensive efforts, authorities still do not know
exactly who was in the suburban complex when the jumbojet crashed after losing two engines
4
• Election
Ukraine elects Leonid
•Kuchma prime mini
6
 
ti's 
KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — Parliament on 1 uesday
overwhelmingly approvedLeonid Kuchma, the long-
menehweapdriomfethmeinwi'sotrelrd.'s biggest missile plant, as
Ukraine 
The 54
-year-old rocket designer, whose predecessor
resigned Oct. 2 after being accused of stalling on econom
reforms, received 316 votes in the 377-member Parliament.
Outside Parliament, about 1,000 protesters tried to build
a tent city, saying they would stay until new elections were
calle
a
pedlleedannddenUtkr 
States.
Police 
from the Commonwealth ofd
broke up the effort to put up the tents, and about20 students were injured as the crowd was dispersed. The
protest briefly delayed the start of the Parliament session.
Kuchma had been considered a supporter of market
reforms was the favorite of Ukrainian President Leonid
K
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• International awareness
UMaine's Canada Week offers varied events
By Margaret Rogers
Volunteer Writer
The internationally recognized Canadi-
an American Center at the University of
Maine will hold its 25th annual Canada
Week during the week of Oct. 19.
A speech given by Canadian political
professor and editor, Duncan Cameron,
will highlight the week.
'The speech, "Why Canada isn't the Unit-
ed States," will deal with social differences
between Canadian and American policy,
Peter Morici, director of the Canadian
American Center. said.
Cameron, a political science professor
at the University of Ottawa since 1975, is
editor of The Canadian Forum, a monthly
journa! of political opinion and the arts.
Cameron will speak Wednesday at noon
in the Bodwell area of the Miine Center for
the Arts.
Eritage, a five-member, all-male French
musical ensemble, is scheduled to perform
during Canada Week. The band will play a
blend of traditional and original French-
Canadian folk music, including some high-
ly energetic step-dance numbers. The mem-
bers use unique instruments like the button
accordion, the fiddle and the double bass.
Eritage will perform at the Damn Yan-
kee on Friday at 7:30 p.m. They will also
perform a children's program at the New-
man Center Saturday at 10 a.m.
"We want the campus, the local com-
munity and the regional educators to get
involved with Canada Week," Gail F. Cur-
ry Yvon, coordinator- of Education Out-
reach at the Canadian American Center,
said.
Yvon has been the coordinator of Edu-
cation Day during Canada Week for the
past five years. This year, Yvon said Edu-
cation Day will shed some light on the issue
of Quebec's possible secession from Can-
ada.
Education Day will also focus on the
sociological aspects of French people liv-
ing in America today. Yvon encourages
both educators and the general public to
attend Education Day Thursday at 3:15 at
the Maine Center for the Arts.
On Oct. 26, Canadians will vote on the
national referendum, which addresses sev-
eral issues including establishing a House
of Commons in Ottawa and passing amend-
ments to the Canadian Constitution.
"If it is a majority vote of no, there will
be a serious threat of Quebec's secession,"
Betsy Beattie, Canadian Studies librarian
at Folger Library, said.
"It (the referendum) is Quebec's way of
saying that it doesn't want to he seen as
only an English-speaking province, but as
two fundamental, cultural and historical
groups."
Beattie said Canada Week will study the
current constitutional issues in question.
• Nobel Prize
American wins Nobel Prize for economics
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — An
American was awarded the Nobel Prize in
economics Tuesday for research that ex-
tended economic theory to areas of human
behavior not previously associated with
market forces.
The academy said the work of Gary S.
Becker, 61, of the University of Chicago.
encnrirAged crientictc tn apply eco-
nomic theory to areas that had been the
realm of sociologists, demographers and
criminologists.
Becker, who first advanced his ideas in
YOUR
views
and ideas
are essential
to the
University
of Maine.
Come
share them!
the late 1950s, has borrowed an aphorism
from George Bernard Shaw to describe his
philosophy: "Economy is the art of making
the most of life."
The economist, who is also a sociologist,
figured out how people, households and
organizations apply economic principles to
a wide range of everyday decisions. These
include discrimination in the labor market.
cost-benefit analysis in criminal behavior.
and even how people treat relatives from
whom they stand to inherit money.
His books include the "The Economics
of Discrimination" of 1957, "Human Cap-
ital," from 1964 and "A Treatise on the
Family" published in 1981.
Becker, reached by The Associated Press
at home, said he was "happy, surprised, still
in a bit of a shock" about winning.
"What I try to do is take economic-type
thinking and apply it with social-type prob-
lems," he said of his work.
Becker "has applied the principle of
rational, optimizing behavior to areas where
researchers formerly assumed that behavior
is habitual and often downright irrational,"
said the Royal Swedish Academy of Scienc-
es, which awarded the $1.2 million prize.
The icarlemy said his analysis, which at
first irk with skepticism and distrust, has
often b. en controversial.
In 1986, Becker suggested that just as
people sign contracts in business, couples
getting married should consider pre-nuptial
agreements. He said the divorce rate might
he lowered if men and women devise agree-
ments that spell out, for example. child
custody and property division in the event of
a divorce.
UNIVERSITY TONCNT M'EETINTGS
Over the next few weeks President Hutchinson will be hosting a series of campus-wide "Town Meetings."
The purpose of these meetings is to hear how you feel about the University's mission, goals, academic
environment, and administrative policies and practices.
All meetings will be held in the Fogler Library's Lynch Room. This is your chance to tell President
Hutchinson what you think. Your views are important to the University.
To reserve a seat, please call 581-3755.
One-hour meetings will be held to let students, faculty and staff express their views on the following topics:
r Monday, October 19th Meetings
• 8.00a n RELATIONSHIP OF
UNDERGRADUATE &
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
• 9:30am THE ROLE OF RESEARCH
• 11:00am FACULTY AND STAFF
RELATIONS, MORALE AND
PRODUCTIVITY
• 1:00pm THE ROLE OF PUBLIC SERVICE
* 2.00pm UNIVERSITY OPERATIONS
• 3:30pm STUDENT RECRUITMENT
& RETENTION
Tuesday, October 20th Meetings
• 8:00am QUALITY OF TEACHING
• 9:30am THE ROLE OF THE
UNIVERSITY
• 11:00am RELATIONSHIP OF
UNDERGRADUATE &
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
• 2:00pm THE ROLE OF RESEARCH
• 3:30pm THE ROLE OF PUBLIC SERVICE
—'
ear
4. University of Mime Foundation
Fundraising organization
elects officers, directors
By Scott W. Si Clair
Staff Writer
Thel ItUversity °Maine Foundationelect -
al new officers at its annual meeting Sm. 30.
The foundation was incorporated in 1934
as an independent, non-profit wipoiation
to encourage gifts and bequests for the
benefit of UMaine. It deals mostly with
wills and charitable bequests, but also ac-
cepts alumni donations.
The foundation is made up of 30 mem-
bers, including directors and officers.
"The University of Maine Foundation
is the deferred giving arm of the universi-
ty. The fouridation is here to provide a
service to the alumni and friends, there is
no cost. We not only can accept money.
but land and stock as well," Amos E.
Orcutt, new executive vice president and
assistant treasurer, said.
The foundation's assets total $34.7 mil-
lion and include life income funds and mists.
Currently, the foundation pays over $1.5
million to IlMaine for scholarships. teach-
ing and research.
Over the lag five years, the foundation has
',creased its assets over 80 percent and hopes
to double them within the next 10 years.
The money paid to the university first goes
io ihe Office of University Development.
Frt,r11 there, the funds go to the area designated
by the donor.
"I just want people to recognize it (the
Maine Foundation) was established in
934 and it is relatively unknown, but it has
been involved with university develop-
ment," Orcutt said.
Francis A. Brown was re-elected pres-
ident, Richard W. Glass will serve as v ice
president. Orcun shift:. from vice president
of operations to executive vice-president
and assistant treasurer, Lois Nealley be-
comes treasurer and secietary and Brent
Slater was elected clerk.
Three new directors and four new mem-
bers were also elected at the meeting.
Elected to the corporation as three-year
members were Pamela Chute of Bangor, an
attorney with Mitchell and Stearns. Ken-
neth Curtis of Castine and Portland. filmier
governor of Maine and pr, ident of Maine
Maritime Academy .41hert Noves of Pon-
land. a CPA with Ernst and Young and
Winston Pullen of Orono, professor emer-
itus of agriculture at
-We like to have members of a wide
s'ariety with an interest in the state." Orcun
said.
Three directors were also elected to
serve two-year terms. Joan Allond of Bos-
ton, C. Stephen Coutts, national sales man-
ger for Holman Cooking Equipment of
Saco and Richard Glass. partner in the law
firm of Eaton. Glass, Masan° and Wood-
ward of Belfast.
Also appointed as honorary members
were George Prince, retired president of
Penobscot Savings and John Marquis. re-
tired business executive.
Jk
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• Fiealth
Woman who received
19- liver transplant dies
LOS ANGELESAP1— A youn wom-
an died 1 1/2 days after becoming the first
g
person ever to receive a transplant of a pig
liver.
Susan kw lei. 26. of Burbank. died late
Monday. just before she was to undergo
surgery to receive a human liver that had
been flown in from l'tah earlicr in the day.
said Ron Wise, spokesman at Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center.
The cause of death w as not immediately
know n.
"We are all very distressed by this turn
of events. It was a heroic effort • Wise said.
"We hoped that we could preserve her life.
It was not to he.•*
Fow let had suffered liver disease since
childhood. She'd been in critical condition
since Sunday.. when the pig In er w as im-
planted next to her own in an eight-hour
operation.
The pig liver was considered a means of
keeping her alive until a human organ could
be found, not a permanent replacement for
her own liver. Wise said that for a While after
the implant. her condition became increas-
ingly stable.
She survived about 32 h. urs V4 Ith the
animal oigan.
"She would not have made it through
(Stiudifyuuiclui if his suigel.v had not Laken
place:' Wise said.
The surgery was the second animal-to-
human liver transplant this year. An uniden-
tified 35-year-old man received a baboon
liver in June at the Universits of Pitthurgh
Medical ('enter, in what was intended as
permanent transplant. He died 10 week,
later after suffering bleeding inside his si
Before that. the last known anim.:
human transplant was in 1984. w hen a
received a baboon heart at Loma Linda
1.niversit) Medical Center. The girl, knowr
as Baby Faye, died 20 days later
Using animal organs in humails is
as one wa to meet shortages of d
organs. On average, one patient a day di,
the United States while waiting for a lire
transplant. according to the University ol
Pittsburgh.
Pig livers are suitable as temporary re-
placements for human livers because the\
are anatomically similar. said Dr. R.'-
W. Busuttil, director of the liver transplant
program at the University ot California at
Los Angeles.
"lts size is comparable. unlike the ba-
boon's, which is very small.- he said. But
he said pigs' systems are so unlike humans'
in other respects that a permanent transplant
is impossible.
The pig liver transplant. performed by
six surgeons and a team of nearly 40 other
medical personnel. sas the culminanon of
eight Years of research. Wise said
The liver is a large organ with complex
functions including cleansing the blood of
poisons. stohng vitamins and minerals, and
manufacturing bile for digestion.
Fowler's liver began to give out last
wed:, and a national search for a human
liver did not immediately find an organ.
The Maine Campus Advertising Department will not be responsible
beyond one free ad for errors in ads which diminish the effectiveness
of the ad. Complaints must be filed within 24 hours of the date of
publication. We also reserve the tight to edit or refuse any advertising
due to length, libel, taste or copyright infringement. Any questions?
Please feel free to call 581-1273. Advertising office hours are Monday
through Thursday 9am-5pm and Fridays 10am-4pm.
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A Luncheon Series of Explosive Political & Social Issues
FALL 1992
Thursday, 10/15
12:20-1:30pm
BANGOR LOUNGE
MEMORIAL UNION
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Sponsored by the Marxist
-Socialist Studies
Interdisciplinary Concentration with help from the
Maine Peace Action Committee and the Memorial Union.
CONQUEST, SURVIVAL &
RESISTANCE:
NATIVE AMP RICANS-
THE LEGACY OF COL 0 MB U S
A panel of Wabanaki people
(Penobscot, Passamaquoddy,
Micmac, and Maliseet)
•
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• The sky
Alan Davenport controls a show at UMaine's Planetarium. (Kutz photo.)
December
Graduates!
If you are graduating on
Dec. 19, 1992 and plan to
attend Commencement
Ceremonies, and have not
turned in an "Application foe
Degree" form, please stop by
the Office of the Registrar,
Wingate Hail. immediately!
Nov. 2
of programs this season
By Joe Knox
Volunteer Writer
Have you ever looked up at the sky on a
cleat night and wondered what was out there?
Ikx you want to know lxwy to identify
constellations such as Cygnus and ('assiopeia?
Why is the Big Dipper not just the Big
Dipper?
To find the answers to these questions.
you do not need to rush out and sign up for
Introductory Astronomy. The University of
Maine's PI metan UM. located in Wingate Hall.
is producing -The Sky Tonight- a program
designed to inform cunous observers about
the universe around them.
The show. conducted at the planetarium
Friday nights through Nov. 20, hIins at 7
p.m. with an introduction to the night sky. On
clear nights. star-gazers are invited to the
observatory for a first hand look at the stars
through telescopes.
"I expect this is going to be one of our most
popular shows,- Alan Davenport planetari-
um director said.
The combination of the real look at the
sky here in the planetarium and the opportu-
nity to look through the observatory telescope
is real popular. It's a double barrelled experi-
ence for people.- he said.
'The Sky Tonight- is just the first in a
senes of three shows scheduled for the public
this semester. Davenport said he is planning
for six shows this year. In the past 10 years, the
planetarium has docie as many as :2 shows
annually for the general public and several
demonstrations for astronomy classes.
The planetarium, installed in 1954. has
had full public access since the 1970s. Daven-
port became the first full-time staff member in
1981. and the planetarium has been full-time.
full-service to the public ever since.
Programming funds for shows such as -The
Slcy Tonight- come mostly from the College of
Science's and Private donations- The Pianelan-
UM also receives a portion °title Comprehensive
Fee, paid on each students' bill.
Consequently. admission is free for stu-
dents w ith UMaine identification. $3 for cidl-
tiren and S4 for adults. These proceeds also
benefit the planetan um.
Davenport said he has big plans for the
future of the planetarium. Aside from tuture
programs. he said he would like to see a new
planetarium built with a larger dome and
more state of the art eouipment for better
realism, as w ell as a science exhibit area and
a larger seating capacity. The planetarium is
visited by an estimated 10.000 people a year.
including school field trips and astronomy lab
presentations.
"In the meantime." Davenport said. "we
simply do w-hatever we can to serve the needs
of the educational community. and develop
new programs and entertainment.
"We intend to keep (the Planetarium) up
and we intend to be a pan of improving science
education for the state of Maine.' he said.
Other programs to be conducted this se-
mester are: "Night World- (especially for
kids) Sundays from Sept. 13 to Nov. 1 at 2
p.m.
 and "Christmas Around the World."
Saturdays at 7 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m.
from Dec. 5 through 20.
Homecoming Bash I
Saturday, October 17th I
9pm - lam Bear's Den
Open to all ages
Sponsored by ATO
orb.
Teleconferenc2
Nutrition subject lecture
By Dana Gray
Volunteer Writer
Nutrition and its relation to the athlete
was the subject of a lecture in Alumni Hall
Friday.
The Television Services of the I. Ini versi-
ty of Maine was responsible for bringing the
national teleconference live, via satellite, to
all interested viewers.
The title of the broadcast was "Sports
Nutrition for the High School and Colle-
giate Athlete." It was conducted at Old Do-
minion University by a moderator and a
panel of four nutrition experts.
The panel consisted of four professionals
in fields related to nutrition. The first, David
COStill, is the editor-in-chief for the Interna-
tional Journal of Sports Medicine. Nancy
Clark, another panel member, is a rotrition
consultant to professional athletes, including
the Boston Celtics. Dr. Mel Williams. direc-
tor of the Human Performance Laboratory at
Old Dominicn University and Jackie 3ern-
ing, a former nutrition consultant to the Den-
ver Broncos, completed the panel.
Each panel member discussed their spe-
cial area of nutrition.
Clark Kellogg, once a forward for the
Indiana Pacers and now an ESPN analyst,
was the moderator.
According to Clark. the program was
held to "replace myths and misinformation"
about sports nutrition.
"Misconceptions (about nutrition) can
lead to unbalanced diets, high costs and
disappointment over the influence on per-
formance," wrote Charles B. Corbin and
Ruth Lindsey in the college textbook Con-
cepts of Physical Fitness.
David Costill began the program with a
discussion on carbohydrates and their im-
portance as an energy source.
Jackie Beming explained the importance
of nutrient-rich foods. She said for an active
athlete, 40 nutrients are needed daily in diet,
all of which can be found in the four food
groups.
"Quality and quantity" is the best diet for
an athlete, according to Healing.
Nancy Clark discussed weight control. She
proposed a plan for both gaining and losing
weight. However, in her plan for losing weight.
Clark made a point to emphasize "a strong
athlete is better than a scrawny athlete."
Dr. Mel Williams rounded out the pan-
el's discussion with an explanation of i-
ous nutritional aids thought to enhance per-
formance. He said techniques used in the
search for higher performance may not al-
ways bring about the results hoped for.
According to Williams, good nutrition
can give the athlete the important vitamins
and nutrients needed to perform at a high
level.
Each panel member had a chance to
elaborate on their topic through questions
from the other panel members and from the
studio audience.
"Performance is an important part of an
athlete's career, and good nutrition will en-
hance your life as well," Kellogg said.
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41  Thomas Jefferson
History on Jefferson's
life under attack
CHARLOITESVILLE, Va. (AP) —
As Thomas Jefferson's 250th birthday ap-
proaches, historians are pulling skeletons
from Monticello's closets.
Like Christopher Columbus. the author
of the Declaration of Independence is under
revisionist attack.
After more than a century of teaching
that Jefferson opposeo slavery and be-
lieved in a nation in which "all men dre
created equal," some historians say it's
time people knew that his public and pri-
vate persona didn't always jibe.
For instance, Jefferson didn't free his
own slaves, and he thought blacks were
inferior to whites, they say.
"This is the dark side ofThornas Jeffer-
son,— said Herbert Sloan, a Cclunslaia Uni-
versity professor.
Fifty years ago, when scholars gathered
to commemorate Jefferson's 200th birth-
day, organizer refusal to allow any nega-
tive papers on the tall. red-haired Virginian.
Sloan said.
But things will be different at a fiv e-day
conference that begins Wednesday.
"This may sound like an unflattering
portrait, but the revered image is one that
doesn't do us any good any more," said
Peter Onuf, a University of Virginia his-
tory professor who organized the gather-
ing.
He said there's a greater danger that
people will find Jefferson's ideals difficuk
live up to and riaw cynical of them. "The
more complete lesson from all this is tha
Jefferson's limitations are our owr
tions,- he said,
Merrill Peterson, who wrote "Thomas
Jefferson and the New Nation" in l960,
disagreed with his colleagues' approach.
"Much more important than what he did ar
did not do are the words and principles he
advocated.— he said.
The nation's third president publidy
opposed slavery but also wrote that blacks
were "inferior to the whites in the endow-
ments of mind and body," historians said
He wanted to ship his slaves back to Africa
or to a colony, they said.
Tpfferenn n4ncort. tn fnl!nw
Washington' s lead in freeing his slaves, and
in his will he provided for only about five af
200 slaves to be freed, according to PE:
Finkelman, an assistant professor at Vrgal.
ia Tech.
Jefferson was a vigorous opponent of
national debt, calling it tyranny of one gen-
eration over another. but he squandeie.1
own money and was, in today's i.
about $1 million in debt when ne died,
Sloan said. 1
His family was left destitute and was
forced to seli Monticello. Jefferson shone.
along with his slaves and other property,
Sloan said.
Ji LIFT
woRLD BEAT ToUR '92
International recognition with over twenty albums.
Speaking out for justice and peace.
A &otihd that k-A6i-His music of Reggae, Latin, African, and JamaiGan origins.
And now he's coming to the Maine Center for the Arts.
Tuesday, actaber 20th at 7:00 pm
Tickets are $15 for the General Public and $10 for UM Students vOth 1.n.
.4.!! -at trrveti
For tickets and information
(207) 581-1755
i..144,PGS"5, 4104tE USING IttU OR MAS'ERCARD DURING RC'r oFricE HOURS,sAm •48441 wEirtwAys CR 1 AND 1 2 HOUPS BEFORE EACH EVENT.
53 PER ORDER PROCESSING FEE APPLIES
Mailing Addrrss- lintveriery ot Marne ;746 M, .n€ Center tor the Arts Orono. ME (44645746
MAINE CENTER
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• Greek system
APO comfortable with image, accomplishments
By Ryan Robbins
Volunteer Writer
University of Maine Alpha Phi Omega's
public relations chair Kevin Broder summed
it up with AF'O's three cardinal principles:
"Leadership, friendship and service."
`That basically sums up what we're all
about," Tim Sutherburg. APO's recording
secretary, said.
For UMaine's APO brothers, it is of little
significance they don't have own house
like other fraternities on campus. APO is a
service fraternity, not a social fraternity.
"Service is the key to what we do,"
Sutherburg said. "And the social aspects
are secondary."
According to APO Vice President Shawn
Benn, the brothers logged over 2,800 hours of
community service during the 1991-92 aca-
demic year. A figure, he said, that is lower
than the actual number of hours put in because
not all hours are recorded.
"It averages between 3,000-4,000 hours a
year, depending on how much the brothers
want to do," Berm said. "We're here to do
service, but we don't want to bum the brothers
out either."
Each year APO teams up with the sisters of
Gamma Sigma Sigma to coordinate campus
blood drives for the American Red Cross. Other
projects the two groups work together on are
i ate Night! Liral, Professors' Night Out and the
concessions stand at football games.
Professors' Night Out, held every No-
vember, has APO brothers and Gamma Sig-
ma Sigma sisters voluntarily babysitting for
faculty and staff members of the university.
"Our main fund raiser is the concession
stand at football games," Jim Moorhead,
APO's alumni secretary said. "That's basi-
cally where we get all our monies that we
operate the fraternity with. If we have enough
we generally donate it to the llnited Way or
other charities."
One of the other charities 1' PO raises
funds for is Operation Liftoff, a Maine wish
foundation that grants terminally ill children
their last wishes, either in the form of a trip a
child has alw-ys wanted to :ake, or in the form
of a gift a child has always wanted.
Oozeball, or mud volley ball now a tradi-
tion during Maine Day, is run by APO to raise
money for Liftoff.
"We try to be responsive to the commu-
nity's needs,' Moorhead said. "If there's
something that needs to be done, whether it
be an on-campus project or something in the
community."
"We're constantly searching for projects,"
Sutherburg added.
Projects the brothers have found include
cleaning house lots for Home Inc, a non-profit
organization that builds homes for low-in-
come families, and cleaning the Ronald Mc-
Donald House in Bangor.
'The latest project APO has found is the
Adopt-A-Highway program. Begun in the
spring of 1991, the Adopt-A-Highway pro-
gram has the brothers spend one Sunday a
semester picking up trash from both sides of
Route 2 from around Geddy's, the Rangeley
ATTENTION
Flu L.-TM/IF cFNIorls
--I Announcing: THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE
IN ETHICS Essay Contest ( a nation-wide contest
sponsored by the Elk Wiesel Foundation for Humanity)
Challenges students to identify, define, and ana-
lyze contemporary ethical questions, issues or di-
lemmas, and think carefully about complex human and
social problems.
ELIGIBILITY:
ESSAY TOPICS:
PROCESS:
UM SUBMISSION
DEADLINE:
DETERMINATION
OF PRIZES:
open only to full-time* undergraduate seniors
"The Meaning of Ethics Today: Choices,
Challenges, and Changes"
"What is the Ethical Legacy of the 20th Century?"
"Can Ethics be Taught?"
A faculty committee will review the essays. No more
than three essays may be submitted by UM to The
Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity.
4:30 pm, Friday, December 4, 1992
The Elie VViesel Foundation for Humanity will invite
a distinguished panel of judges to evaluate all contest
entries in this nation-wide competition. There will be
five winners: First Prize, $5,000; Second Prize, $2,000;
Third Prize, $1,500; and two Honorable Mentions.
$500 each.
For more information and a copy of the contest guidelines, phone the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs, 581-1547.
The Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity was established by Elie Wiesel after
he received the Nobel prize in 1986. Its purpose: to advance the cause ofhuman
rights and peace by creating forums for the discussion of urgent ethical issues
confronting humankind. Through its programs, the Foundation hopes to
awaken and reinforce humane sensibilities, inform public opinion and influence
the thinking of decision-makers.
*Undergraduate students registered for 12 or more semester hours of credit arc
classified as full time students.
Bananas the Bear poses with Alpha Phi Omega brothers (clockwise from left)
Kevin Brodeur, Neal Snow, Tim Sutherburg, and Shawn Benn. (Lachowski photo.)
Road, to the James River mill in Old Town.
Trash bags for the project are supplied by the
Maine Department of Transportation.
Another project APO has embarked on is
Ski for the Blind. Held each winter at Hermon
Mountain, Ski for the Blind has volunteers
guiding skiers who have difficulty seeing
Sec APO on page 19
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LASER LIGHT ROCK CONCERT
• 10,000 WATT DOLBY® Sound • FULL COLOR 3-D LASER BEAMS
FEATURING THE MUSIC OF:
LED ZEPPELIN
8pm October 23, 1992 at the Bangor Civic Center
$10.50 advance tickets, $12.50 day of the show
Tickets on sale at Bangor Auditorium Box Office
1110 400.3
Brian Winthrop lntertuitional. Lid. • 241 Ethan Alien Highway • Ridgefield, CT 06877 • Phone: (203)431-9373
WIN FREE TICKETS!
Win I pair of tickets each pair valued at $20 to this User Zep concert.
One prize per contestant
Return this entry form before noon on Tuesday, Oct. 20th. This form must
be accompanied with a paragraph stating what you like and/or what you
don't like or what you would like to see in The Maine Campus All opin-
ions will be kept confidential and will be used to better the paper.
Only serious replies will qualify
Drop off your entry form at The Maine Campus located in the basement of
Lord Hall at the receptionist's desk. Entry is limited to one entry per day
(max. 3). No members of The Maine Canopus may enter. No reproductions
accepted. Winners will be announced in the Wednesday, Oct. 21st edition of
The Maine Campus.
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• Minister convicted of theft 
by deception
• Maine Indians spend Columbus D
ay reflecting on tient
'Minister' convicted of conning followers out of $11,000
BATH, Maine (AP) --- The Rev. Willi-
am M. Wolff arrived in Maine last year with
what looked like bona fide credentials.
He had a doctorate of divinity from the
Ameriaan Fellowship Church, an official
state trademark stamped with a gold seal and
a mission as the pastor of the Helm Church
of America.
The mission was to find people in iieed
of loans for small, worthy ventures such as
starting a business or getting a second mort-
gage on a home. Wolff would, on behalf of
a group of Christian investors, make ar-
rangements to obtain loans more quickly
and at a lower interest rate than that offered
by local banks.
Wolff found 16 Mainers in need of such
loans. According to an indictment charging
him with theft by deception, he bilked dine.:
people out of a total of $11,000.
Early this month, Wolff, who purchased
the honorary divinity deg's,. and trademark
and had no church, was convicted of the charge .
• Coiumbus Day
"This is one of biggest con artists to
come down the pike in a long time," said
Greg Dort, the assistant district attorney
who prosecuted Wolff in Sagadahoc Coun-
ty Superior Court.
When Wolff is sentenced later this month,
the prosecutor said he will look for more
than restitution of the money. Because of
hardships Wolff caused and a long oistory
running the same scam in other states. Doer
said he would seek a 10-year jail term, plus
a fine.
Wolff preyed largely on individuals who
had trouble getting loans, Dorr said. Many
were anemployed or had insufficient in-
come to borrow from conventional sources.
The Maine State Police Criminal Intelli-
gence Unit caught Wolff in a sting operation
in Waldoboro in May. 1991.
An undercover police officer who set up
n appointment to borrow money was met
by a man who turned out to be Wolff 's only
employee and also his landlord. Police said
Maine reservation schools
stay open Monday
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) —While other
public schools around the state were closed
for Monday's holiday, schools on both of
the Passamaquoddy Indian reservations
opened on Columbus Day for the first time.
"Columbus Day is just another day" for
native Americans, said Madonna Soctornah,
the Passamaquoddys' representative to the
Legislature.
"For Indians, it's a time for reflection to
where we've come from, to reflect on the
contributions we've made to this country as
native Americans — and we certainly have
a lot to be proud of." she said.
The Passamaquoddys occupy two reser-
vations in eastern Maine, in Perry and Prin-
ceton. and students there got a day off for
Indian Day last week.
At Maine's other reservation, the Penob-
scot reservation on Indian Island next to Old
Town, schools closed today for Indian Day.
"This is the year of the quincentennial,
and this is of special interest to the native
peoples of the New World.- said Theodore
Mitchell, a Penobscot and associate dean at
the University of Maine.
Also today, an intet-tribal group of run-
ners was scheduled to complete a 500-mile
relay on Cadillac Mountain in Acadia Na-
tional Park, The Wabanaki 500 run, which
began in Old Town. was meant as a tribute
to native Americans.
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI
PLUS S1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also ger a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling
1400-932-0528, Ext. 65
.SSSi FREE TRAVEL AND RE- —
SUNIE EXPERIENCE!! 1--rdryrduals
arc S•arier-, Orgarrizat.r hs wanted
to promote SPR 15/:, BREAK, ;at the
nations wade' 1-Ite•-.:ampus
Pr rams • -80D-327-5013
Overseas jobs. 5900-2000 mo.
Summer-, yr round, al countnes,
at fields Free ir-r10 Writer I1C, PO
Box 52 Corona De' Ma-, CA
• 'It's 500 years of survival." said Julie
Dana. a Penobscot whose husband was one
of the organizers of the event.
As for other Indians across the country.
this year's 500th anniversary of Christopher
Columbus' amval was special to Maine
indians for reasons quite different than the
focus of other celebrations.
Donna Loring of Richmond, a Penobscot
who is chief of security at Bowdoir. College,
recalled leading a group of Spanish visitor on
a tour of the Indian Island reservation. One
man asked what she thought of Columbus. "I
kept trying to avoid tile question." she said.
the man was an unwitting accomplo.e.
He led authorities to his home in 
Fal-
mouth. where Wolff rented a room. Wolff
was arrested there.
Wolff has been in the Lincoln County
Jail ever since. He says he is not guilty and
claims the state violated his constitutional
rights, according to court documents, the
police and the prosecutor.
He didn't respond to repeated requests
for an interview. One of his lawyers, Ed-
ward A. Brown of Brunswick, refused to
comment on the case. His trial lawyer, Dav-
id J. Perkins of Portland, has been on vaca-
tion and unavailable for comment.
The iviaine Attorney General's Office
has filed a civil suit against Wolff. His bank
accounts, which contain $22.000. have been
frozen at the request of the attorney gener-
al's office. The civil suit, which could be
used to compensate victims for financial
hardship, is still pending.
Wolff s contracts were full of confusing
legal language, according to Dort A signif.
icant clause on the back of some contract
called the fee or property on the from side"!
donative consideration" for the Helm
Church.
None of the loans ever catty_ thfout
Dori said. Wolff promised to return his
service fee, usually a charge of S.500 to
$2,000, if he didn't obtain the loans for
clients. In the 23 cases discovered by %int
police and the state attorney general's c
last year, none of the money was ever re.
turned.
Before he even got to Maine. W'oiff
served time in Massachusetts and Pennsvi.
vani2 prisons for the same sort of Si:arti and
was convicted of 90 cases total in these two
states, said state police investigator Conrad
McNaughton.
Wolff is also wanted in three other states
— New Jersey, New Hampshire and Rhode
Island — to answer charges of theft h..,
deception, the investigator said.
• Accident
Man 44.niele.„xxx-1 cs4s,f-.t-v-% Ulfxi ivAL•
Kibby after tree falls
EUSTIS, Maine (AP) — A 47-year-
old Stratton man who was injured when a
tree fell on him atop Mount Kibby was
airlifted to safety Monday night by a Na-
tional Guard helicopter, authorities said.
Herbert Bacheidei ,who works for U.S.
Wind Power Co., was installing test poles
to determine the feasibility of windmills to
generate electricity when a tree fell on
him. said Jim Downie of the Maine Forest-
ry Serv ice.
Bachelder, who suffered pelvic inje.
ries, was taken to the Carrabass. Valley
Airport, where an ambulance transported
him to Franklin Memorial Hospital in
Farmington, He was released late Mon-
day. a nursing supervisor said.
Initial attempts to lower a stretcher to
the injured man were hampered by high
winds on the 3,654-foot mountain but the
rescue was completed approximately 9
p.m.. Downie said.
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• Dispute
Official says Poland Spring isn't 'spring water'
POLAND, Maine (AP) — Poland Spring
rode the 1980s boom to become the nation's
third-largest bottled water pnxtucer after hum-
ble beginnings a century ago, when locals
thought the elixir cured a variety of ills.
The company, nestled in the hills of
southern Maine, built its reputation on a
clear, pristine image of white-capped moun-
tains and rushing spring water. Annual sales
grew from $3 million in 1981 to $135 mil-
lion last year.
Now, the company is fighting for its repu-
tation in a dispute with Georgia Agriculture
Commissioner Tommy Irvin, who says the
water isn't really "spring water" at all and
should be removed from store shelves.
"All I've asked them to do is remove one
word from their label — spring," Irvin says.
"I've even suggested they find themselves a
spring."
Poland Spring bristles at the notion its
water is anything but 100 percent pure spring
water.
"We hate to be forthright, but we're ticked
off," says Jane Lazgin, a spokeswoman foi
the Perrier Group in Greenwich, Conn., which
owns Poland Spring and the nation's two
largest labels. Arrowhead and Great Bear.
As the battle looms in a Georgia court-
room, Congress and regulators in several states,
including Florida North Carolina and Ten-
nessee, are taking a look at spring water labels.
Spring water, the most expensive of the
bottled waters, conjures an image of fresh.
clean water bubbling from the earth's surface.
but Irvin says Poland Spring's water doesn't
meet me straight face test because it comes
from bore holes, or wells.
The Georgia Legislature iecently enacted
a law that says "spring water- can he used in
labeling only if the water coming from bore
holes has the same chemical composition of
the spring water bubbling from the earth.
"We put high stakes on truth in advertis-
ing and truth in labeling," Irvin says.
The dispute comes as a surprise to Europe-
an bottled water producers who say using
bore holes is the most efficient and sanitary
means of extracting spring water.
of a pond. Poland Spring's solution was to
drill wells to capture the "spring water"
before it bubbles into the bottom of the pond.
Irvin says Poland Spring can't prove its
water is any different from the water of Range
Pond where the spring empties
Consumers' misperception about the
source of spring water frustrates some smaller
producers who actually collect their water as
it flows from natural springs
In southwest Georgia, Garrett Malone and
his family bought Nantze Spring 1 1.'2 years
"We hate to be forthright, but
we're ticked off"
--Jane Lazpin, spokeswoman for
the Perrier Group
"We don't really understand why there is
a controversy. Bore holes to extract spring
water is a oenturies-old process," said Lisa
Prats, vice president of the International Bot-
tled Water Association in Alexandria. Va.
In Maine, the Poland Spring water sought
by 19th century doctors in Boston, New York
and Philadelphia is produced from rain, snow
and ice that soaks into a wooded hillside,
starting a natural filtration process that ends at
a spring at the bottom. said Jack Robertson, a
hydrologist from Hydrogeologic Inc., in Hern-
don, Va.
The trouble is that the spring is on the floor
(Please see graphic design ad on page 11)
•
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AM PUS ENTERTAINMENT
Friday, October 16 41 9pm Bear's Den
ago and now bottle about 30.000 gallons a
week — a fraction of Poland Spring's daily
production of 60.000 gallons.
Malone, president of the company that
owns thc spring in Arlington. Ga., contends
Poland Spring is misrepresenting its product
as real spring water
"It's basically mislabeling. It's confusing
to the public. I think it' s Gemendously wrong,"
said Malone.
But larger oompauties, like the Atlanta-
based Suntori Water Group, the nation's sec-
ond largest bottled water producer behind
Perrier. say the spring water flap has been
blow out of proportion.
"While we compete aggressively with the
Perrier Group. this is one place where we
agree," said Glenn Wasser. vice president of
mateting for gunton
Suntori, with $150 million in sales in
1991, markets Crystal Springs, Polar, Kent-
wood and Belmont labels. The company has
several free flowing springs but uses bore
holes to eat] act the water in each case.
"Bore holes are the best and most sanitary
way to extra( t spring water." Wasser said.
"There are just not that many places in the
United State when- tree-flowing spring water
can he collected."
The spring water controversy comes at a
time when Suntori, Perrier and others are
battling over a dried up bottled water market.
Gone are the good days from 1977 to 1987
when the industry grew 500 percent. Now, the
growth has leveled off as a large number of
new entrants fight for a piece of the pie
"Up until the recession there was plenty
of room for everyone," said Lazgin. from
Poland Spring. "Now, things are tighter."
In a world of survival of the fittest, Lazgin
says the Georgia flap has an uncanny resem-
blance to protectionism of Georgia's 21 bot-
tled water producers.
"This is Tommy Irvin and the agriculture
department making a lot of noise down there.
It smacks of special interests," she said.
Irvin disagrees.
"That ain't true," !rain says. "That's.
nothing but a smokescreen they're trying to
tun up by trying to sell the consumer some-
thing he's not getting."
We need you......if
I you are motivated,
I a self-starter,
/ a good communicator
and need a job.
The Maine Campus is
now hiring
Advertising Salespeople.
For more information please
contact Kelly Martin at 581-
1272 or stop by The Maine
Campus in the basement of
Lord Hall. Workstudy accepted
but not required.
I ()
News
• AIDS
Study finds AIDS hotlines
answers questionable
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) - - AIDS hot
lines often give out information that's mis-
leading. oversimplified just plain
wrong, a sura•ey has found.
"They actually generate a let of an x lets ,
although overall they probably do more
inxai than not: said Dr. Stephen Gluckman
of Cooper Hospital in Camden. N ho
directed the survey.
In the survey, drama students called 33
hot lines pretending to be people infected
with the AIDS virus or people who were
well but worned. The answers they got
varied vhdely.
Gluckman attnnuted the poor ads ace to
haphazard training and often nonexistent
counseling experience among the volun-
teers who staff the hot lines, which are
intended to clear up confusion about the
disease
Among other things. the survey found
--Some hot i Ines emphatical ly said AIDS
is spread through kissing. Most experts dis-
agree.
---Severai urged people infected with
the virus to take vitamins or go on special
diets . Two heir linas rongy renarrimen(ke1
macrobiotic regimens. There is no evidence
that such strategies help.
- -Hot line answerers frequently failed
to recognize that the standard AIDS screen-
ing test can falsely find someone is infected
and must be double-checked with a more
ngomus test.
—Callers often got different answers
from the same hot line, depending on whom
they talked to.
Gluckman presented his findings Mon-
day at a meeting of the American Society for
Microbiology. He said that while one of the
hot lines required staffers to hold degrees in
psychology' or social work, others demand-
ed only a high school diploma or no academ-
ic credentials at all.
The het lines typically gave staffers a
few hours of training and then let them
answer the phones. Some required only that
their volunteers read a pamphlet first.
"We start out incorrectly in letting any-
one who walks in off the street. no matter
how well -meaning, answer these questions,'
Gluckman said
He said he was particularly concerned by
ipovk ctupLaii...dily the hot lines gave. an-
swers to such questions as the safety of oral
sex, when experts are tinsure of the nght
answers. "With almost no exceptions, ad-
vice was never qualified." he said.
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• IBM to stop using chemicals that might cause misca
• Health
IBM stops using chemicals wi
possible link to miscarriages
SAN JOSE, t'alif. (All— IBM says it is An IBM-commiss
ioned study by
phasing out the use of two chemicals that have H
opkins University researchers found es
been linked to possible increases in miscar- 
that exposure to the chemicals may
riages among workers at two of the COMpa- l
y increase the risk of miscarriage
ny's semiconductor plants. 
The study looked at 30 female work
Changes have been made in the semicon- who handled
 the chemicals at IBM *az
doctor fabrication processes. whcre research East F
ishkill, N.Y., and Burlington,
ers found an increased incidence of miscar- 1980
 to 1989. It found the miscarriage
nage among workers, spokesman Jim Ruder- among wo
rkers who did not use the soh,
man said Monday . was 15.6 p
ercent, compared with 33.3
The chemicals — diethylene glycol among workers who did.
ciimeilli etha and eth.viene glycol rnorethl Researchers said th
e results were
ether acetate — are used to etch away material want even though th
ey were pier
deposited on silicon wafers. and based on a small sample size. R
Short-term changes include purchasing said. The study's final results are e
the chemicals already mixed instead of mix- next year.
ing them on site to decrease the nsk of aoci- "In absolute tans they are not large
dental exposure. Ruderman said. bers," Rudennan said. '`Oto feeling is that
IBM has reduced by 40 percent use of the one unnecess•ary minnuaiage is ban
chemicals since 1989. Rudeaman said, and is IBM. based in Armonk, N.Y Izan
stepping up plans to find substitutes and phase notified its workers, the Environe
them out completely. rev:ion Agency and Semiconductor Inc
Most companies have begun offering their Association members of the results The
workers transfers from areas where they are dation has about 40 members, including
used, said Thomas G. Beaman, spokesman tually all of the major semiconductor MIME
fer. thecon&.ctnr!lonely asonciation facturers in the United States
There are no cost-effective substitutes for The Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition. a10-
the chemicals. Beennan said. although in year-old watchdog group based in Sar '
newer production facilities "the use of these said it had called for years for semi,- •
chemicals are certainly nunimiard.• • manufacturers to stop using the ,
KING & QUEEN CANDIDATES
ICING CANDIDATES kit to right
JEFFREY MILLER RA Somerset Hail Navy ROTC
JOE FAGNANT I iruversin Singem
ain rt.,. V aIle AILV C • n11.4.4141.1.M k I Iva- II • -••,-4••••• - pintas.,
!VEAL SNOW Sensor Skulls APO ucieni ficipiirse
SCOTT ARNOLD t Maine Marching Band Nt-iit)har," FV-scle Navy ROTC
QUEEN CANDIDATES left to nght
CHANDRA t: ASSIDY Maine Women. Army ROTC
ALPHEC CA TUCKER Al Maine Women. Air Form ROTC
ALL If JN MINIUTTI LiMaine Republicans. Pre-Lx. Society
MARNE ISOUTILIER Aar Farce ROTC. Cycle It Al Maine Warner
SARA LITTLEFIELD Marching Band .AM Maane Women
VOW*takes place Thursday. October 15th in the Union
Show your School Spirit and Vote!
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• Pets
Cat scratch fever affects thousands, costs millions
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Cat lovers
take note: Tabby sometimes packs a mean
paw.
'The first federal survey of a disease
called cat scratch fever found it afflicts
24,000 Americans annually and costs them
$12 million in medical hills.
While this news might reinforce the bi-
ases of cat haters, it doesn't necessarily
mean the world would be a much healthier
place without them.
An estimated 66 million cats live in the
United States. And cat scratch fever is a rela-
tively rare ailment and not a very serious one.
"There are a lot of cats out there," noted
Dr. Jay Wenger of the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control, who released the statistics
Tuesday.
"Clearly this is an uncommon disease,"
he said. "The message from this is not to
evict your cat."
Cat scratch fever was first recognized in
the 1940s and is now believed to be the
leading cause of chronic lymphadenopathy
-- swollen lymph glands lasting more than
three weeks.
The disease is clearly caused by close
contact with cats. especially those that scratch
or bite. Although two kinds of bactena are
suspected to be involved, no one is entirely
certain, and fleas might play some role.
For about half of victims, the sole symp-
tom is swollen lymph glands. often in the
neck or arm pits. Some people also get
fevers or little red bumps on their skin. Only
about 20 percent actually feel sick.
For 1 percent or 2 percent, the disease is
severe, potentially resulting ir. coma. Virtu-
ally everyone survives.
For most people, the symptoms go away
without treatment. Bad cases are successful-
ly treated with antibiotics.
"We don't recommend treatment in the
majority of cases, because they are not ill,"
said Dr. Andrew Margileth of the Universi-
ty of Virginia.
Several reports on cat scratch fever were
presented Tuesday at a scientific meeting of
the American Society for Microbiology.
Wenger's survey found that about one
of every 100,000 Americans is hospital-
ized with cat scratch fever annually, and
nine of every 100.000 are treated as outpa-
tients. The treatment costs totaled $12
million, he said.
Contrary to popular belief that the vic-
tims are almost entirely children, the CDC
survey found 45 percent were over age 18.
A separate CDC study of 60 cases in
Connecticut found that having a kitten was
strongly associated with the disease.
No one knows precisely what bug causes
it. Four years ago. a team of researchers
identified a form of bacteria called afipia
felis as the likely villain. Lately. researchers
have been leaning toward a germ called
rochalimaea henselae as the principal cause.
-The history of cat scratch disease is
besmirched by a large number of bacteria
that people have thought was the (cause)."
said Wenger. "None of them was these two,
by the way."
1111ACA
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NASA's giant antennas searching for alien life in space
GOLDSTONE, Calif. (AP) — Just v. ha:
are the odds NASA's 10-year search for
alien civilizations will find intelligent life
,,n other planets"'
"Some believe our chances are good.
Others are skeptical. But no one really
knows," said Edward C. Stone, director of
the space agency's Jet Propulsion Laborato-
ry in Pasadena, Calif.
NASA marked Columbus Day on Mon-
day by switching on radio telescopes in
California's Mojave Desert and at the Are-
cibo Observatory in Puerto Rico.
The giant, dish-shaped antennas will scan
millions of frequencies in a search for sig-
nals generated by radio technology on un-
seen worlds across the void of space. Other
antennas will join the search later.
"It was 500 years ago that three ships
commanded by Christopher Columbus ...
opened an era of exploration of the Ameri-
cas," Stone told hundreds of people at a
ceremony at Goldstone. "Today, we em-
bark on a new quest: a search for planets
around other stars and civilizations that may
inhabit them."
NASA scientist Samuel Gulkis .said: "Like
fisherman, we have cast 0111 net into the
cosmic ocean. I cannot help feeling the net will
not be empty once we have finished."
If NASA does find evidence that distant
worlds are inhabited by civilizations more
advanced than our own. "it surely would
comprise the greatest discovery in the histo-
ry of science," Cornell University astrono-
mer Carl Sagan said during the Goldstone
ceremony. "It will tell us it is possible to
pass through the stage of technological ad-
olescence we are in without destroying our-
selves."
Michael Klein, one of NASA's project
managers. said he is convinced humans even-
tually will find extraterrestrial civilizations.
"When?" he asked. "I have no idea. I
hope it's in my lifetime."
ihomas McDonough. a scientist who
has worked on a smaller alien search run by
the nonprofit Planetary Society. estimates
that planets may surround one-tenth of the
400 billion stars in our Milky Way galaxy.
If each of those 40 billion stars has
10 planets. that's 400 billion planets.
But perhaps only one planet per solar
system has conditions favorable for life,
Homecoming at Dr. Records
Class of '72
"Way retro, man'
the Doc even still
sells LP's."
Class of '82
Class of '92
"Ahh... Nirvana!"
"Bc)ogie Down!
Doc's got disco on
CD' Aad Zep, and
Bob Seger, and the
Eagks. and..."
and maybe only one-tenth of those actu-
ally developed life.
So McDonough estimates 4 billion Milky
Way planets may have life.
Further, perhaps 1 percent of them have
intelligent life, and one-tenth of those are
advanced enough to use radio communica-
tions. That leaves 4 million advanced civili-
zations.
But in our ancient universe, many civili-
zations may have thrived and then died, so
McDonough concludes about 4.000 worlds
in ou: galaxy may have civilizations we can
detect nght now.
If NASA finds one, communication will
be difficult.
The star closest to Earth is about four
light years away — 23.5 trillion miles --
which means radio signals reaching Earth
would have left a planet near that star four
years earlier and a response from Earth
would take foi r years to reach that planet.
Most stars are much farther away, so exten-
sive conversations could take generations.
"You must not think in terms of snappy
conversation," Sagan said.
The Maine Campus needs:
HiC
DESIGNERS
Creative vision a must!
Several experienced
designers are needed
immediately to produce
news logos and
infographics for the paper.
Knowledge of the Macintosh
Computer System,
Aldus Pagemaker 4.0 and
Aldus Freehand preferred.
Call Melissa Adams at 581-1271 for more information.
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Laugh a little
Jill Berryman
Picture it-- your little sister comes running into the house.
She has fallen off her bike and blood is pounng from her knee.
What would you do?
I would laugh.
Laughter seems to be my answer when it comes to a situation
involving blood, as long as it's not too severe or life threatening. It may not seem
like the traditional way to deal with things and it may not seem very humane but I
can't help it, I start to laugh.
This laughter thing has gotten me into plenty of trouble with my mother. When-
ever my sister got hurt, I would crack up. This would lead to time in The Chair.
The Chair was a dining room chair where my sister and I had to sit whenever we
were not beha /ing up to my mother's standards or expectations. People deal with
snr--zful situations in different ways, unfortunately Mum did not agrte with Any
way of dealing with them. I ...pent lots of time in that chair because I couldn't keep
my mouth shut
What is it about car doors and windows that cause other people pain and me
laughter?
My father once shut his fingers in the car door. It was not a pretty sight and he
was really not to pleased to see me sitting inside the car laughing. After he removed
his fingers from my door and reclose it, I quickly locked it so that he couldn't wrap
his bloody fingers around my neck.
My roommate recently had a run-in with a car window. Apparently the window
went up as she was hanging out of it and it caught her in an uncomfortable position.
I laughed. She did not
According to a very old psychology book, the General Adaptation Syndrome is
a three-stage reaction to stress. The first stage is called alarm, in which the boay
starts to deal with the thing that's causing the stress. For me, my body starts laugh-
ing hysterically.
Then we hit stage two, resistance, your favorite and mine. I like to pretend it
never happened, like if I don't address the situation, it will go away. This is not to
say that if my sister is bleeding before me I ignore it. I'm not that cruel and insensi-
tive. It is toy that if something bad happens, I try to forget about it as soon as
possible. However, this does not last forever, as described in stage three.
Stage three is exhaustion. At this point the body is no longer capable to fight the
thing causing stress. The body seems to break down, which can lead to illness.
I'm not really sure which stage is my roommate's favorite, but you can tell
when she's upset. I think she's all three stages wrapped into,one big ball superball
of stress ready to explode.
You can tell how bad the situation is by the different levels of her stress. If she's
just slightly upset about something. she might seem a bit irritable. If she's really
upset, look out! If the room is dark and there is depressing music filling the room,
your best bet is to just leave.
I'm the opposite. I try to ignore whatever it is and tend to be annoyingly cheerful. I
can't help it I start talking and ill sense that someone else is upset. I tend to zero in
on them. I really should stop doing that because it doesn't make others happy.
The next time you see blood, try laughing. It works.
Jill Berryman is a journalism major who wishes she knew why she laughs when
people get hurt. Oh well.
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• Election Day
Get out and vote
In less than three weeks, all Americans
18 and over can exercise their privilege to
take pan in our political process. Sadly, no
more than one- third of all eligible will vote.
Many have threatened not to vote
because they are uninspired by any of the
presider tial candidates. Making a con-
scious decision not to vote is one thing, but
don't be lazy about it Read about the
people and the issues and watch or listen
to the debates. Educate yourself.
Vote even if you don't want to vote for
a president. There are many local issues at
stake and offices open in this election.
Local elections may effect on your life
more than federal elections.
Some don't want to vote because they
are fed up with government and politics in
general. Those who don't vote, don't have
the right to complain. Make the effort to
change the system you disagree with.
Citizens between the ages of 18 and
24 have poor voting history. We are the
most affected by people voted into office
and laws made now.
In four years, the next presidential elec-
tion, most of us will be working or job
searching. We can only hide at school until I
our money runs out.
Think now about what you want life to
be like for the next four years. Take action
and do your part. Be one of the counted
voices.
If you haven't registered, do so. Maine
has no deadline for registration. You can
register on campus and vote Nov. 3.
Send for an absentee ballot from your
hometown or city office if you prefer to
vote at home.
We have the freedom to vote. Don't
take it for granted. For many of us stu-
dents, this is the first time we can vote for
a presidential candidate. Take this elec-
tion seriously. VOTE.
• The presidential rare
The real debate
Many Americans anxiously awaited
last Sunday's presidential debate in hopes
that the debate would help them in reaching
the decision they will make on Nov. 3.
However. many Americans were very dis-
appointed after the debate was over.
Although the three candidates rattled
on for about 90 minutes about the issues
that will be important to this nation in the
next four years, the debate seemed to raise
more questions than supply answers.
The main question raised by the de-
bate is, what is the purpose of debates?
It seems that in order to win a debate, a
candidate has to be the best entertainer rather
than the best choice for the commander in
chief. The candidate who amasses the most
slams, jokes or one-liners is crowned victor
ON
of the debate. In other words, instead of
tuning into an informative news broadcast
on CNN, many people had to double check
to make sure that they were not watching The
Three Stooges on Comedy Central.
All kidding aside, it is obvious that the
American people have a very difficult
decision to make and that the debates are
not going to make this decision any easier.
Americans have the choice between
taking a chance on change with Bill Clinton,
taking a chance that something might chango
with George Bush or just plain taking a
chance with Ross Perot.
The real debate exists within the minds
of every voter this year in deten-nirug
which candidate represents the least ri
and the most hope for the future.
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Music This Week
Thursday, October 15
• Ferrington Guitars on display in
The Center for Creating Image
at 51 Mechanic St., Camden.
• At the Ram's Horn, Open Mike
Night, starting at 9:00 pm. All
musicians and observers are
welcome to attend.
• Sister Blue will be performing
in the Bear's Den at 9:00 pm.
Friday, October 16
• T.G.I.F. with violinist, Anatole
Wieck. Begins at 12:15 pm in
the Memorial Union, Bangor
Lounge.
Saturday, October 17
• The Chenille Sisters harmonize
at the Maine Center for the Arts
at 8:00 pm. Admission.
Sunday, October 18
• The New England Piano
Quartette performs their
symphonies at the Maine Center
for the Arts at 3:00 pm.
certt,
Ferrington Guitars will be on
exhibit at The Center for
Creating Imaging on 51
Mechanic St. in Camden. The
display begins on Thursday.
October 15 at 5:30 pm
Tamsin Venn is a long-time
outdoor writer based in
Ipswich, Ma. She will be
speaking on Thursday,
CIA". ethos, 1C n 4
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In Residence Program.
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 14
MEETING 0 Sharing Circle for Healing Racism C For those interested in healing their own
racism') Memorial Union 1912 Room') 11:00 a.m. 0 Every Wednesday') Sponsored by the Bahai
Club
MOVIE 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 The Blues Brothers 0 Memorial Union 0 Nutter Lounge 0
12:00 noon 0 Sponsored by The Union Board
SPEAKER 0 Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series 0 Columbus & Other Myths: Feminism,
Classics and Eurocentrism 0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge') 12:15 p.m.
MEETING 0 The Union Board Committee Meeting 0 Publicity 0 1:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
MEETING 0 Study Skill Series 0 Test Taking Strategies 0 Memorial Union North Bangor
Lounge 03:15 p.m.
MEETING 0 AA meeting 0 Memorial Union Old Town Room 0 4:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
MEETING 0 Pot Luck Supper 0 Bring a dish of your choice, conversation, exchange stories 0
Franco-American Center 0 5:00 p.m. 0 Sponsored by Franco-American Women
MEETING 0 Student Alumni Association 0 Crossland Alumni Center across from Alfond 0
6:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
MUTING 0 Circle K Meeting 0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0 6:30 p.m.') Every
Wednesday
MEETING 0 The Union Board Committee 0 Entertainment 07:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
MEETING 0 Biology Club 0 Open to all students interested in Biology 0 Deering Hall 1()1c
7:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
MEETING 0 Mountain Bike Club 0 Pre-Race Meeting 0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0
8:00 p.m.
THuRsDA-y,
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MEETING 0 Alanon 0 Memorial Union Old Town Room 0 11:00 a.m. 0 Every Thursday
SPEAKER 0 Adventure In Residence Program 0 Tamsin Venn, author and editor of adventurepublications 0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0 12:15 p.m. 0 Sponsored by Department ofCampus Living and Maine Bound
SPEAKER 0 Socialist & Marxist Luncheon Series 0 Conquest, Survival and Resistance:Native Americans and the Legacy of Columbus') Memorial Union Bangor Lounge C: 1.7 2()P.m.
MEETING 0 The Maine Peace Action Committee 0 10 Maples 0 4:00 p.m. 0 Every Thursday
MEETING 0 Cutler Group 0 Adult Children of Alcoholics 0 For students who would like toexplore how the use of alcohol and/or other drugs in their family affects their ability to managecurrent life issues 0 Cutler Counseling Center 0 6:00-7:00 p.m. 0 Every Thursday
MEETING 0 American Indians at Maine Meeting 0 Native American Awareness WeekPlanning 0 Memorial Union North & South Lown Room 06:00 p.m.
MEETING 0 Curler Groups 0 Sobriety and Recovery from Alcohol and Other Drugs 0 Forthose students who want additional support during discontinuing alcohol and other drugs 0Cutler Counseling Center 0 6:00-7:00 p.m. 0 Every Thursday
MEETING 0 Wilde-Stein Club 0 Interested in discussing gay, lesbian, bisexual issues andplanning gay, lesbian, bisexual activities 0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0 6:30 p.m. 0 EveryThursday
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15
(CONT.)
MOVIE 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 The Blues Brothers 0 Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 0
7:00 p.m. 0 Sponsored by The Union Board
MOVIE 0 The Lair of the White Worm 0 English horror/comedy 0 Ram's Horn 0 7:30 p.m.
MEETING 0 Campus Crusade For Christ 0 Memorial Union North Bangor Lounge 0 7:30
p.m. 0 Every Thursday
EVENT 0 Open Mike Night 0 All musicians and performers welcome 0 Ram's Horn 0 For
more info. call 1-4556 0 9:00 p.m.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16
SPEAKER 0 World Food Day 0 Satellite Teleconference 0 Nutrition: The Bridge Between
Food and Health 0 219 Alumni Hall') 12:00 noon
EVENT') T.G.I.F. 0 Anatole Wieck, Violin 0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0 12:15 p.m.
MEETING 0 Inter Christian Varsity Fellowship') Large Group Meetings') Memorial Union
Bangor Lounge') 7:00 p.m. 0 Every Friday
1 SPORTS') Women's Soccer V.S. Boston University') 11:00 a.m.
EVENT') The Sky Tonight') The Sky Tonight allows skywatchers of all ages to enjoy star
clusters, interstellar clouds and planets. A cosmic laser light spectacle concludes the program')
Wingate Hall Planetarium 0 7:00 p.m. 0 Every Friday Until Nov. 20') Admission Free with
student I.D.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17
SPORTS 0 Homecoming') ITMaine Football VS. RI:3de Island') 1:00 p.m. 0 Admission
EVENT') Photographer, Richard Benson Display 0 In addition to work produced throughout
Benson's career as a photographer influenced by technology, this exhibit features work produced
utilizing various digital technologies ')The Center for Creative Imaging, 51 Mechanic Si.,
Camden 0 6:00-8:00 p.m.
PERFORMANCE ')The Chenille Sisters') Maine Center for the Arts') 8:00 p.m.')
Admission
he Soup Kitchen
At the Damn Yankee
I
W
Open Monday-Thursday
ed. Oct. 14
Chick Pea & Califlower Soup
hu. Oct. 151 
Tomato Soup & Stuffed Potatos
Mon. Oct. 191
4 Corn & Green Pea Soup
trues. Oct 20
Indian Tofu Spinach Soup
Cev)"43
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•Senior Alumni Scholarship
•AAUW Book Award
•Thursday Club Non-Tradional
Woman Student Scholarship
are available at the Commuter
Office Second Floor of the
Memorial Union
Deadline is October 30th
Connie Huber, Cheryl Dawdy
and Grace Morand are the
Chenille Sisters. They'll perform
at the Maine Center for the Arts
at 8 pm
• r•
New England Piano Quartet has
earned numerous awards since it
was formed in 1980, including three
National Endowment for the Arts
Music Awards
The art of reading between the lines
of news reports will be the focus of
the Distinguished Lecture in 120
Little Hall at 7:30 p.m.
1I /WIN
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18
EVENT 0 Canoeing in SunIchaze National Wildlife Refuge 0 
Guided Trip, limited to 30 people
0 Meet behind Nutting Hall 0 8:00 a.m. 0 Sponsored by The 
University Student Chapter of
Wildlife Society
SPORTS 0 Women's Soccer V.S. Delaware 0 Alumni Field 0 12:00 noon
SPORTS 0 Softball: Alumni Homecoming 0 12:00 noon
PERFORMANCE 0 New England Piano Quartet 0 Maine Center for the Arts 0 
3:00 p.m. 0
Admission
MOVIE 0 Celluloid Sunday Movie Series 0 Ram's Horn 0 7:00 p.m. 0 
Admission
MONDAY, OCTOBER 19
EVENT 0 Global Print & Poster Sale 0 Memorial Union FFA Room 0 All Day 0 through
Tuesday
MOVIE 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 Rope 0 Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 0 12:00 noon 0
Sponsored by The Union Board
MEETING 0 Single Parent Support Group 0 Memorial Union 1912 Room 0 12:10 p.m.
MEETING 0 Maine Animal Club 0 library of Rogers Hall 0 for more info. call Fiona Bancroft
0 6:00 p.m.
EVENT 0 Monday Night Football at the Bear's Den 0 Win your own football party pack: a
case of chips, a case of soda, two dozen hot dogs and rolls. A hot dog, chips and a soda for a
dollar 0 Sponsored by Bear's Den Dining Services
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20
SPEAKER 0 Women and AIDS in Maine 0 Videotape with discussion, Martha Eastman 0
Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0 12:15 p.m.
MEETING 0 Student Environmental Action Coalition 0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0 6:30
p.m. 0 Every Tuesday
MEETING 0 Sigma Tau Delta, the International English Honors Society 0 Present members,
past members, prospective members and people just interested in participation are welcome to
attend 0 304 Neville 0 7:00 p.m.
SPEAKER 0 Environmental Theater 0 Edward S. Herman, mass media/international affairs
analyst and author of Beyond Hypocrisy: Decoding the News in an Age of Propaganda, will
speak 0 120 Little Hall 0 7:30 p.m.
SPORTS 0 Men's Soccer V.S. Harvard 0 2:00 p.m.
EVENT 0 Environmental Theatre 0 The Green House Crisis: The American Response 0 101
Neville 0 7:00-9:00 p.m.
PERFORMANCE 0 American Indian Dance Theatre 0 Maine Center For The Arts 0 7:00
p.m. 0 Admission
Editor:John Redford VOLUME VI, ISSUE V Graphic Editor: Tim Carrier
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Services to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational and spiritual
programs. It offers free listings of all student-related events and activities. If you have something
going-on, take advantage of our services! Write date, time, place of event, cost if any, and short
description of event. Also attach your organization name and number. Send all submissions to:
The Campus Crier, 16 Chadborne Hall or call at 581-4359. The deadline is the Friday before
the listings appear.
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• ROTC
Administration is all talk and no action
To the Editor:
I joined the 200 to 300 students, staff.
I
and administrators on Sept. 29 at the
Speak Out for Neal Snow. The energy, en-
thusiasm, and committment with which the
students spoke up for Neal was courageous
and inspirational. For this I was grateful.
However, such praise is not due the two
administrators.
The two administrators, John Diamond
and Sue Estler, spoke long and hard to the
tragedy of Neal's predicament. But both
stopped short of saying they would do every-
thing possible to make sure it wouldn't hap-
pen again. Neither said they were •••'"'-g to
take the only action which would unequivo-
cally protect all students immediately. This
action, of course, is telling ROTC to leave.
John Diamond rationalized this by saying
Neal did not want ROTC to go. Mr. Diamond,
this issue is not just about protecting Neal
Snow, it is about directly protecting the 1.2(X)
gay and lesbian students on this campus and
indirectly protecting 10.1300 others. 1 have a
feeling that you are using Neal's statement
only because it fits your agenda and that if
Neal had come out in favor of telling ROW
to leave you would not have quoted him so
exhuberantly.
Sue Estler's rationalization, whose job at
this university is to protect ow community
ftomdiscrimination, was even harder to swal-
low. How is it possible that you. and presum-
ably your office, actually believe that our
"hands are tied behind our backs?" How can
we. as stud-nts, take your office seriously
when we have as blatant a form of discrimina-
tion as there is and you say there is nothing
you can do? Would you say the same thing if
the philosophy department did not permit
African Americans to attend their courses?
This university's administration has some
serious reflecting to do. 1 only hope they do it
before someone else gas as violated as Neal was.
41 ROTC
Jon Rolfe
Orono
Rebuttal conunents were uncalled for
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Ann Hubbard's
lettei in the Oct. 2, 1992 issue of The Maine
Campus. I should like to answer a few questions
and make a few comments on the so called
"rebuttal."
Apparently Ann Hubbard has not been as
supportive ofNeal Snow as she had implied in her
letter. Someone in support of Neal's actions
would not ultimately question them.
I feel the comment directed toward me was
uncalled for. The question asked was "How
long has Ms. King been in the military" The
answer is:! have been indirectly involved with
the military all of my life! My father served in
Vietnam and win-lei:sell the &NU-lag:lion Of d
homeland, whose citizens had fought for free-
dom for centuries. My father has been in the
military for nearly 20 years or more, and even
he does not have the audacity to question my
credibility, knowledge and beliefs. My father
is still currently active in the Air Force Re-
serves. His father before him served in the
Korean War. All of his kin has been in some
branch of the military at one time in their lives.
I have lived with this disturbing fact since! was
able to talk, and I know what lam talking about.
I am aware of the idiosynchrasies that occur.
The military is not a proud thing to be a part of.
To answer the question of who one would turn
to in case of natural disasters (column 3, question
1). my reply would be: MPAC, the Red Cross,
Greenpeace, the Peace Corps, etc. Any organiza-
tions that are not related to the military. To answer
ilv yuestion aboot 'opposing force.," the answer
is quite simple: There woukl be now "opposing
forces" if our COUTIty and its military didn't feel
Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus
are for the free exchange of ideas among members
of the university community.
To ensure equal access letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words.
Letters may be sent to:
The Maine Campus Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all
submissions for length, taste and libel.
• The Maine Campus
Campus needs a compass
-1 the Editor:
I would like to suggest to the editor of The
Maine Campus to use an atlas when indicating
locations of World briefs on the worldrnap of
page 2 (sic). Previously, I have seen Paris being
located in Spain. Copenhagen in England. Mas-
co% in Siberia. and so on. However, these
mistakes were almost minor compared to what
was displayed in the Sept_ 30 issue: Berlin lies in
the vicinity of Strasbourg. Brasilia is displaced
to the east, Lebanon is sornewhere in the Kauka
sus Mountains. Angola is near N igena. and. yes.
the Phillipines are located in the C'aribbean.
Only Niagara Falls, which incidentally is close
to "home." is correctly located: a score of one out
of six. I don't think that an international student
would find it amusing to see her Of his country
displaced to the other side of the globe. As a
matter of fact, it is a disgrace for a university
newspaper. You should do something about it.
Roland Gehrels
Geological Sciences
the need to get involved with everything ,hit
happens oversew or other country S problems.
I feel really had that the military has coaxed
Mrs. Hubbard and other vulnerable should into
believing these blind lies. Military action and
service is not a glorious thing — it is appalling
Where will I be when there is "need" for
military show of force (there never is any
"need" for it!) like the threat in the Persian
Gulf? I will be protesting against it:! will he
standing up for my own strong morals and
beliefs and not for the beliefs that the military
has coerced and brainwashed me into having.
Amanda King
Student
Daughter of Air Force
Reservesinman
MPAC Activist
13
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• ROTC
UMaine's
hands are
not tied
To the Editor:
Why does the administration continual-
ly say that 'lour hands our tied behind our
backs" when the subject of denying ROTC
access to our campus comes up? Them is
nothing in our chartei-. or the often referred
to Moffitt Act of 1862, which states that we
must have ROTC on this campus. It only
stztes that we nntst prr,:ide =titling in
"military tactics" and as The Maine Cam-
pus said , we can interpret that any way we
want.
Why not let the philosophy department
teach Military Strategy, or have the history
department teach Military History, or let
the political science department teach Mil-
itary Diplomacy, or let the international
affairs department teach U.N. Military
Structures?
All of this will, without question ,fulfill the
reqiiirement ot teaclung **military tactics."
Let Mt, make it clear again, there is
nothing in the charter of this university
which states ROW must remain on this
campus. Remember this university existed
for 60 years. with the charter and Morrill
Act in effect, before ROTC stepped on our
campus.
In a sentence, let's bring back the good
old days!
0,75crr...antkz.
Oiono
• ROTC
Nonexisting
excluded by
To the Editor.
Turnabout being fair play. I am respond-
ing to Ms. Radioman Ann E. !Hubbard' s Snow-
bashing letter of Oct. 2 with questions and
observations of my own.
First, your usage indicates that you might
he ignorant of the fact that the words "honio-
sexual" and "heterosexual" are adjectives,
not nouns, and that they are properly used to
describe behavior, not persons. There are, in
fact, no "homosexual" or "heterosexual" peo-
ple, but only "homosexual" or "heterosexu-
al" acts.
How then, Ms. Radioman Hubbard. can
our military justifiably exclude a class of
people that, simply put. does not exist?
Second, you adhere to and defend a cruel
profession: our military, professional mur-
dereis and destroyers (if! may for once dis-
pense with the usual euphemisms). Then. in
the middle of the act you state, "Tam not trying
to he cruel, hut..." I think that there may he a
wee problem with abuse and denial here, not
to mention repressed anger and honesty Don't
class is being
the military
you? Are you so much better than the rest of
us, Ms. Radioman Hubbard, as to act as judge/
jury/executioner not only in this current affair
of Mr. Snow. hut generally in your intended
profession for hired planetary hit-person?
Notice, for instance, how you bombard us in
your letter with salvos of exclamation points:
"...the military ! ! ! ...the military !!" Is such cru-
elly) gratuitous fire power intended to im-
press us. or wound us. or both?
Finally, you assert that the military does
not train its member; to "blindly obey." If so,
would you be so kind as to inform us exactly
who you murdered during the Gulf War —
names, places, a short vita and some assorted
photos of each corpse will suffice — and
perhaps why you, Ms. Radioman Hubbard.
murdered them?
1 het you five dollars American. here and
now, that you neither know nor care and that
(hello) you were trained to he that way. Well,
do we have a bet?
Craig Sheen n
Student
•-•1111.
sea.
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Shoe by Jeff MacNelly
Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Wednesday, October 14
IF TODAY IS YOUR FIRTHDAY:
A lover of peace and harmony, you arc
engaged in an endless struggle to achieve
perfect balance of all the diverse areas of
your life. You possess a strong sense of
fair play. and Justice For All is your mot-
to. With your ability to see both sides of an
issue, you are regularly called upon to
mediate disputes.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): A nose
dive in your energy level makes relax-
ation an important part of your day. Put
career projects and contract negotiations
on hold and turn to more creative pursuits
at a more leisurely pace.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): It is
quite likely that you'll have to deal with
miscommunication and possibly even
downright deception! Be very careful
about who and what you believe during
this cycle.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): An
inability to concentrate on the matter be-
fore you makes it difficult to get anything
done. Fortunately, an understanding col-
league covers for you. Don't forget to
return the favor someday.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Valu-
able contacts can be established in the
most casual atmosphere. Volunteer work
can put you in touch with influential
people.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Don't let
autumn slip away without enjoying the
beauty that this season of change has to
offer. Revel in the elaborate colors and the
brisk fall breezes, take a stroll during
lunch or after work.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Because
loyalty is becoming an increasingly rare
commodity, your staunch dcfense of a
friend as a matter of personal duty may
surprise those who do not know you well.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): A secret
admirer may be too shy to reveal them-
selves to you, but take solace in the fact
that they're out there somewhere! Be pa-
tient: All will be revealed eventually.
SCORPIO (Oct- 23 - Nov. 21): Your
life is already hectic enough, and it will
get more so shortly, so don't take on any
added commitments. Once things settle
down again you can volunteer to your
heart's content!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
A fertile imagination breeds more ideas
than you could possibly put into action!
Sort out the reasonable propositions from
the flights of pure fancy.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 - JAN. 19)
Although you may have previously stated
your position on a matter, new informa-
tion could bring about a change of heart.
Changing your mind is not a sign of weak-
ness and it can be quite refreshing!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb.18): Don't
take anything for granted in the financial
arena. Jot down any relevant information
that comes your way because an inside tip
could put you on the path to easy street!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): An
undisciplined associate may not be ready
for a candid appraisal of their shortcom-
ings, so leave negativity out of your con-
versation. Bring it up another time when
they won't take it so personally.
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For Thursday, October 15
IF TODAY LS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Incurably romantic, your love life becomes
much more stable and rewarding once you
decide to let reason guide your heart! Free
spirited and upbeat, you get your way with
others through charm and persuasion. Diplo-
matic and fail minded, you're willing to take
a stand for your ideals, and friends and family
know that they can always couet on you in a
pinch.
ARIES (March 21- April 19): A certain
amount of stress is due to the vague status of
your finances. One way to get your cash flow
under contro! is to push ahead with the lifes-
tyle change you've been considering.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Pause to
epic-ono/1er the direction your current relation-
ship and career priorities are taking you. Don't
act rashly; more thought is needed to success-
fully implement change.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Others
may try to pressure you into betraying your
ideals for the sake of short-term gain. Re-
maining true to yourself helps you more in the
long run and your resolve will ease the pres-
sure by co-workers.
CANCER (June 21 -July22): A positive
view development in a difficult financial sit-
uation alleviates the pressure you've felt re-
cently, particularly as it relates to children or
real-estate holdings. Luck is on your side, so
play the lottery!
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): A crossroads
has been reached in a significant relationship
and there is no turning hack! By addressing
certain realities of the situation in earnest
dialogue with a loved one, you Catl continue
moving forward.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 2.2): News that
comes your way could create a stressful atmo-
sphere and have a serious impact on your
relations with co-workers. Talk things over
with someone you trust before taking action
you may regret later.
LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 22): The realities
of your financial situation may prevent you
from lavishing extravagant gifts on a child or
loved one as you'd like to. Explain the cir-
cumstances to them; they'll understand.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Turn
your attention inward and think seriously
about your true emotional needs. Face up to
the challenge of accepting yourself for who
you are!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Be
completely honest when evaluating your cur-
rent situation. but try not to come down too
hard on yourself. Forgive yourself for past
mistakes and resolve to create a better future.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 - JAN. 19)
Sometimes you are the last to know how
subtle changes in your personality affect those
around you. A candid conversation with a
friend could cause you to question your view
of yourself
AOUARIUS tian. 20 - Feb. 18): You
may feel compelled to make a determination
regarding a ro„--eran conflict with authority. The
Pessimism you're likely to fed doesn't bode
well for such decisions Put them off for now
PISCES (Fete 19 - Mardi 20): You,
thoughts may stray from mundane daily mat-
ters to more profound long-teem issues- [flak-
ing it tough to get anything done. However,
folleseing this trend tadiet than fighting lt
could lead to a major breakthrough!
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Corrections
To kr.1.na correction to OW at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in the
haw/Tient of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-724-3063 to talk 1-on-I with a professional astrologer about your
personal concen.s — love a.rsd co:Iva:ability. work, money. career.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or CoMputiii- niertirmaget Ast I.:Augers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
;alai; hz.,ne, The first minute in FRF.F. You must kie 18 or older Call
today — 1-400-746-3034.
a
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* Offidals worried about smuggling of radioactive material
'Russian Coast Guard stops Greenpeace ship in Arctic
• Gorbachev not willing to testify at Communist Party's trial
 —`4•1111w•-•111 1111.. 
Officials concerned about radioactive smuggling
BERLIN (AP) — German officials are
alarmed by attempts of black marketeers
from the former East bloc to smuggle highly
radioactive materials to the West, especially
since the smugglers are seemingly ignorant
of the danger.
Authorities' concerns were underlined
by the seizure in Frankfurt over the weekend
of containers of radioactive material from a
train-station locker and from the trunk of a
car parked at an airport hotel.
In connection with the seizure, investi-
gators said there were indications that more
than 40 pounds of weapons-grade uranium
has headed into the black market.
Although some of the smuggled material
can't be used to make weapons, it still poses
severe beaith dangers, as demonstrated by
the August arrest in Switzerland of four
smugglers.
The smugglers thought they were trans-
porting osmium-187, which is not danger-
ously radioactive. But the substance proved
to be highly radioactive cesium-137, and
two of the smugglers now are suffering from
radiation sickness because the material was
in what v. as described as a highly unsuitable
container.
The international community has under-
taken measures to try to keep nuclear scien-
tists in the former Soviet bloc from selling
their expertise and products.
Yet incidents continue to occur, and they
are often less smuggling than fraud. with
black marketeers falsely claiming to have
bomb-grade uranium.
"From the information we have fol-
lowed up in the last 10 months, all materials
which were announced as uranium-235
showed up as natural uranium or lightly
enriched uranium or even as lead,- said
Hans Friedrich Meyer, spokesman for the
International Atomic Energy Agency in
Vienna, Austria.
1 o make a bomb, highly enriched urani-
um-235 is needed. That comes only from a
"very complicated enrichment process
which (Iraqi leader) Saddam Hussein tried
to invest years and billions of dollars to
acquire," Meyer said.
Five Polish citizens were arrested in the
weekend Frankfurt seizures, which involved
cesium-137 and strontium-90.
Afterward, German EMI, ironment Min-
ister Klaus Toepfer warned of increased
attempts to smuggle such materials from the
former East bloc, noting that improper han-
dling could bring health and environmental
dangers.
Cesiurr.-137 is especially dangerous to
kidneys, and exposure to strontium-90 can
lead to bone cancer.
The materials confiscated over the week-
end appeared to have come from Me former
Soviet Union, said Frankfurt prosecutor
Hubert Harth.
Harth's office said the same investigation
led to suspicion that 44 pounds of weapons-
grade uranium-235 was unaccounted for.
• Greenpeace • Russia
There was no elaboration, but the state-
ment encouraged an editorial in the Frank-
furter Runschau newspaper stating that "the
witch doctors of the atomic age have finally
lost control of the weapons they created."
The IA !.A, a United Nations agency, has
the job of monitoring fissionable material to
see that terrorists or non-nuclear countries do
not get materials to make nuclear weapons.
IAEA spokesman Meyer said the agency
does not track non-weapons materials such
as cesium-17 and strontium-90, but "we
have our eyes open" to reports of smug-
gling.
"We have the experience that these
smugglers themselves have not much knowl-
edge of what they have," he said in a tele-
pitune into view Monday.
Cesium-137 and strontium-90 are by-
products of fission in nuclear power plants.
Meyer said they have commercial and in-
dustrial applications but only if produced to
highly exacting specifications.
Russians stop Greenpeace Gorbachev not ready to tes
•• • • It
ship m Arctic Lircle at LThmmunis.
MOSCOW (AP) -- Russia's coast guard
stopped and boarded a ship from the environ-
mental group Greenpeace Monday after it
entered Russian waters to investigate nuclear
waste dumping inside the Arctic Circle, offi-
cials said.
The Greenpeace ship Solo initially ig-
nored commands to stop, but switched off its
engine after the coast guard fired warning
shots, said coast guard spokesman Yevgeny
Znamensky.
The Solo had sailed one mile into Russian
waters. Znamensky said. Greenpeace activist
Thomas Schultz said the ship was roughly 15
miles from the island of Novaya Zemlya.
Two officers and 10 other armed sailors
from the coast guard vessel Ural boarded the
Solo a few minutes after forcing the ship to
stop. Schultz said.
The officers inspected the Solo's naviga-
tional documents on the ship's bridge. Green-
peace spokeswoman Eleonor O'Hanlon said
after speaking by radio with member of the
ship' s crew . Another roast gua. ' • , 9 miles
away was approaching the Sob, she said.
Shultz said the Russians might tow the
ship out of the Kara Sea.
The coast guard detained the 2.19-font
Solo one day after firing warning flares near
the ship, which had entered Russian waters
without permission. The flares missed the
Solo, which then sped north into internation-
al waters.
Environmental activists on the Greenpeace
vessel, which is carrying sevei al Russians
among its 34 passengers, said they were try-
ing to monitor radiation levels near Novaya
Zemlya, long used by the Soviet Union as a
nuclear waste dump site. The island also has
been used for nuclear weapons tests.
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Marilyn Ireland
to our staff of professional stylists.
We would like to celebrate with a special offer of
200/0 OFF
all hair services starting October 13th
S Stillwater Ave
Bangor, Maine
942-5111
Prrtera tho ad rat your nest appoostnent •
A FULL SERV!CE SALON
FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
'Offer expires. November21,1992 Nu valid with other discounts
'‘GIETS
SCHOOL --
RIVING
Iry
If you have a Maine Drivers Permit and would like further driver's
Instruction, a pre-road lest or use of a vehicle for a road test call and
leave a message 862-6700
MOSCOW (AP) — Former Soviet Pres-
ident Mikhail S. Gorbachev said Monday he
was ready to appear before Russia's Consti-
tutional Court, but not at its trial on the
future. of the Communist Party.
The court said Gorbachev had enough
time to perform his "civic duty" and testify
at the trial, and still leave for Germany to
attend Saturday's state funeral of former
chancellor Willy Brandt.
Sergei Shalchrai, the lawyer representing
Russian President Boris Yeltsin at the trial,
said Gorbachev's testimony may not be
needed because there has been enough evi-
dence in court to give a full account of the
party's activities.
The court is deciding the constitutional-
ity of Yeltsin's decree last year that banned
the Communist Party.
Gorbachev, who headed the party from
1985 until August 1991, has refused two
summonses to testify. As a result, he has
been denied permission to travel abroad.
Yeltsin's press office said last week that
Russians should not be allowed to leave the
country "if they have not fulfilled obliga-
tions to the state."
In Bonn on Monday, German govern-
ment spokesman Dieter Vogel said Chancel-
lor Helmut Kohl had not yet intervened with
Yeltsin to allow Gorbachev to attend the
funeral, but he did not rule out that some
action might be taken this week. Vogel added
that it was "an internal Russian affair."
In a statement sent to Western news
agencies, the Constitutional Court said it
believed "witness M.S. Gorbachev ... has
enough time to fulfill his civic duty before
going to Germany to take part in the funeral
of W. Brandt."
In a Moscow radio station interview that
also was broadcast live to Italy, Gorbachev
said he was "ready to appear" before the
court, but not at its proceedings on the Com-
munist Party.
"I am against those who use the Cot sti-
tutional Court for political drama," the
former president said.
The government of France has expressed
its "concern" over Gorbachev's situation
and has issued an invitation to visit as soon
as possible.
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Five Stores to Serve You- 'We Buy Anything Worth Buying"
Wise Trading Company
31 Washington Street • Penobscot Plaza • Bangor - 945-6648
• BUY, SELL, & TRADE -
Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Guns, Musical Instruments,
Watches, Rings, Cameras, Antiques, TV's & Tools
Serving You From 5 Locations across the state:
Bath • Portland • Lewiston • Augusta • Bangor
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• Cornalia
Somalian famine death
toll reaches 100,000
BAIDOA, Somalia (AP) -- Fahuna Ali
Ibrahim and her newborn son, who were
buried in a makeshift graveyard, were lucky
in a way — they had someone to mourn them
Grieving celaves chanted Muslim prayers
tor the mother and child, a rite that more often
;ban not is denied the estimated 200 people
who die every day in this city. Most of the
‘ictims end up piled on a rusty red "death
[ruck" and hauled off to a mass grave.
An estimated 100,000 people have died
the Somalia famine and aid agencies are
laboring to prevent as many as 2 million
more from succumbing. In the struggle,
there has been no time to record the victims'
names or try to notify their families.
Baidoa's population has doubled to
80,(00 as refugees stream in from the coun-
tryside seeking food. For thousands, the
search has ended in death.
Twice a day. the Somali Red Crescent
) are by-
'er plants.
and in-
l 
I sends a truck to collect bodies from hospital
kitchens and feeding centers. 
In August, it picked up 3,228 bodies and
children. Thousands more are buried by
loved ones.
Somali Red Crescent, estimates that the
number buried privately is about half the
i.fY
oduced in September 5,979 — about half of them
Hussein Dahir Ahmed, manager of the
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number taken to the mass graves.
For September, that would mean at least
9,000 people died in Baidoa alone — as
many as if a jumbo jet had crashed every day
of the week.
The death rate has been decreasing in
October, as clinics open and more food
becomes available. But it is still near 200 a
day, and Ahmed fears it could soar if rains
arrive as expected, crumpling the resistance
to disease of the already weak.
One recent morning, Ali Abdulahai Has-
san, 25, stood inside a feeding center run by
the International Committee of the Red Cross
watching four young men put five bodies
wrapped in rags on the death truck. They
were so emaciated that the adults were car-
ried two to a stretcher.
"Most of these people are people we
used to feed. But we don't know who they
are. We don't know where they come from
.
Some just sleep outside. Often, people find
a body on the road and bring it here for
collection,- said Hassan, who works at the
center.
At a makeshift mortuary, Hassan Mo-
hammed Nur, 40, who washed the male
bodies in keeping with Muslim tradition,
said the vast majority of people dying now
came here from the countryside.
Tickets on sale in
the Union today.
iunday river 92/93 Season Pass
‘1 Ni for full time
students only
if purchased
before 10/12/92.
College Season Pass
S310
For more information
on Sunday River contact
Albert at 866-7171.
Keep your
tan year
'round at
TANNING ( I NT
;Sometk_r947)04 Vier
Bangor's
premier
tanning center
HOMECOMING SPECIAL
10 VISITS/$25
AND ONE EXTRA VISIT FREE WITH EACH PACKAGE
WITH THIS COUPON
Maine Square Mall-659 Hogan Rd-Bangor
Mon-Fri 8 am-8 pm • Sat 9 am-1 pm
call 942-9212
across from the Bangor Mall
• Pollution
S. African skies full of
U.S.-like pollution
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)
— In the once-pristine skies over southern
Africa, NASA scientists are finding mas-
sive pollution usually associated with the
industrial centers of the Northern Hemi-
sphere.
Most of the pollution is caused by peas-
ant farmers burning huge tracts of scrub
brush to clear their land, said Jack Fishman,
a NASA scientist leading the six-week study
in a DC-8 airliner that has been converted
into a flyiag laboratory.
The group arrived in southern Africa in
early October after studying a virtually identi-
cal problem in Brazil. Together, the pollution
from the two regions is thought to be changing
the atmosphere throughout the Southern Hemi-
sphere, Fishman said Monday.
''We're finding incredibly high levels of
ozone and pollutants over Africa," Fishman
said in a telephone interview from Windhoek,
Namibia, after the cloud's existence was report-
ed Monday by The New Yak Tittles.
"The plumes of smoke we see here and
over Brazil appear to have an effect on the
entire hemisphere," he said.
The main pr Nem is an ozone buildup caused
by emissions from the fires, which are raging now
as fallouts prepare for spring planting.
Ozone, found naturally in the upper atmo-
sphere, or stratosphere, is essential for block-
ing out the sun's ultraviolet rays.
It also is a pollutant, and when close to the
earth's surface, it causes ailments such as
respiratory problems and can damage forest
and agricultural land.
The Southern Hemisphere was consid-
ered relatively free of such problems until
recent years, when scientists began studying
the burning of the Amazon Basin. Fishman
says southern Africa may he just as bad
"The fires I saw in Zambia were worse
than the ones in Brazil," Fishman said. "You
can't say what that means after only a couple
flights, but it backs up what the satellite data
seem to tell us.' 
He said the cloud of pollution stretching
from the southwest coast of Africa out over
the South Atlantic, has a diameter of about
2,000 miles. The ozone is found from just
above the ocean's surface to an altitude of six
miles.
NASA. the U.S. space agency, is the main
backer of the study. Some 180 scientists from
13 countries are involved in what is consid-
ered the most detailed atmospheric study ever
of the South Atlantic, said Richard Bendura,
NASA's expedition manager
Tamsin Venn
Arivaanrclr in Residence
()clot:et- 1o, 1 4)92
12:15 pm Sutton Lounge-Memorial Union
lillamsin Venn is the author of Sea Kayaking Along the New England
Coast She is a long-time outdoor writer based in Ipswich, M3ssachusetts. As
travel editor of Skiing Magazine, she wrote more than one hundred articles on
ski resorts throughout the world and compiled its annual guide to ski resorts
in the United States, Canada and F i irnpe, As .n echtor for North shore
Weeklies, she won an award for the best newspaper of the year from the
New England Newspaper Association. Ms. Venn has also co-authored The
Faunal Remains form Arroyo Hondo Pueblo (New Mexico: School of American
Research Press, 1984).
Elhe currently is newsletter editor for the Boston Sea Kayak Club and
writes for The Boston Globe, Skilog Magazine, Skiing Trade News, New England
Living, and North Shore Life. In addition, she serves as the Boston Editor for the
Original New England Guide, and is on the Board of Advisors for Echo On the
Environment, a new environmental magazine.
Sponsored by Campus Living and Maine Bound
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Voting from page 1
presidential elections and for the most part,
people are more interested in the national
issues."
Students can go straight in and Lan leave
by a separate exit to keep traffic moving
more easily in the new polling area. Thomas
said.
'Thomas and Diamond both said one good
thing about the new polling place is that it is
handicap accessible.
"The students will be able to register
right there (with the board of registration)
where the voting will be taking place." Tho-
mas said.
"The facility is nice, access to the build-
ing is easier (than it was at Hilltop) and
parking is better," she said.
Students who want to register early can
go to the Orono town office before Nov. 3
Thomas said.
Diamond said Orono and the university
both hope any confusion created by moving
the polling place can be by this move of
polling place has been minimized.
American Indian Dance Theater from page 1
Dances of the Eastern Woodland Indi-
ans were featured in a social context. The
dancers portrayed a typical social, where
the men and women performed together
and for each other.
Individual dancers came forward one
at a time to show-off their intricate and
quick paced footwork for the others to
appreciate.
A dance exclusively for the women was
the Fancy Shawl Dance.
Brightly colored shawls were used to
create the image of butterflies emerging
from their cocoons, as told in an ancient
legend.
The women twirled their shawls like
wings and moved quickly around the stage
in carefully planned patterns.
Thc show-stopper of the night was the
hoop dance.
Originally used to teach stories to chil-
dren, the dancer uses reed hoops in many
• Columbus Day
elaborate combinations to portray things
such as eagles and butterflies, two honored
animals to the American Indians.
This was a task that required a great
amount of skill and the audience appreciat-
ed it.
As the dancer was spinning and hopping,
he would intertwine the hoops wound his
arms, legs and neck, creating stunning sur-
prises.
It was truly an awesome feat that result-
ed in the transformation of the hoops into a
large globe. The globe was them held aloft
for the transition into the Mother Earth Round
Dance.
The American Indian Dance Theatre was
formed in 1987. and has traveled all over the
world.
They were also featured on a national
television special for Great Performances,
and received a Granuny nomination for their
original cast recording.
Native Americans celebrate Coltunbus their own way
The sun started to shine through the thick
fog as the members of the Wabanaki Confed-
eracy crested the summit of Cadillac Moun-
tain. The year is 1992, not 1492.
On Oct 6, the members of the \Vahanaki
Confederacy began their 455 mile journey.
the Wabanaki 500. The rela.v race through the
state of Maine and part of Canada had two
purposes. One was to celebrate 500 years of
survival of Native Amehcans. The second
was to peacefully protest America's celebra-
tion of Columbus Dav,
The Wabanaki 500 started on Indian Is-
land at 7 a.m. Runners were led through such
to ans as Houl ton and Presque Isle. and ended
with a final ceremony atop Cadillac Mountain
on Oct. 12.
Along the way. runners and support groups
slept at various reservations. While at the
reservations, they were fed and one time, the
had a police escort.
"They babied us bad," race co-coordina-
tor John Mitchell said.
When not staying Amery-at:ions, the runners
RAY COTA
Put his experience to work for our
UNIVERSITY
• Businessman
• Former Town Manager, Orono
• Former City Manager & Finance Director, Saco
41) Director of Maine Real Estate and 'i=conornk;
Development Association
• Director of Action Committee of 50
• Director of Target Industrial Corporation
• Director of Orono Housing Foundation
Legslature Dana Devoe Treasurer
ran thrvitkzh Liw.npours and brawl.' dense fog.
e'‘ e been eating bananas, granola bars
and crackers v. tide on the Toad.- Mitchell
said
The Wahar.ak: Confederacy is made up of
four different tribes — the Micmac. Penob-
scot, NIaliset and Passamaquoddy. These
tribes bound together hundreds of years ago to
protect themselves from their enemies. Last
week they bound together as the voice of local
Indigenous Peoples.
Race coordinators were Martin Neptune,
Julia Dana, John Mitchell and Betty Phillips
from Ai oustook.
Core runners consisted of John Neptune,
Catha Lewey, Billy Phillips and a score of
other volunteer runners along the route.
"It was a very successful run," Indian
Island Lieutenant Governor Reuben "Butch"
Phillips said.
"It shows brotherhood and unity of the
people," he said.
"We accomplished our goal, and are happy
about the support we received," Mitchell said.
PHOTO
REPRINTS
8x10 $1u
3)(7 $7.51)
4x5 $5
Buy reprints of photos I
which have appeared i ni
The Maine Campus.
Call 581-3059 for details.1
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Easier going downhill?
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Terry (-yr rAraf. rnanuevcrs Krufe's Edge on I. Katahdr. dor;ng a
rain storm Monday. (Lachowski photo.)
APO
down the mountain.
"There's a lot of satisfaction in knowing
that you're helping people out," Sutherburg
said of their projects. 'Especially at the projects
that have a direct impact. You're helping out a
lot of people by doing that service."
Do the brothers of APO mind they are
noi often recognized publicly for their work?
"It's never really bothered me at all. Our
purpose isn't to be in the limelight anyway,"
Sutherburg said. "We enjoy what we do. It
doesn't really matter to us whether we have
people say. 'Aw, that's really nice.—
Moorhead recounted a story about Ba-
nanas at a Christmas party for children.
"it's amazing to me the children's re-
sponse to Bananas," he said. "I remember
when we had a Chnstmas party and Bananas
and Santa Claus was there. Bananas walked
into the room and all the kids went from
Santa Claus and flocked around Bananas."
Bananas, (Maine's lovable mascot. is
operated by APO. Bananas makes frequent
trips off campus to appear in community
Parades, celebrations and parties. He has
been to several parties to visit children at
Eastern Maine Medical Center in Bangor,
and io parties to visit foster children.
"He keeps pretty busy," ;Aoorhead said
of Bananas. "Two or three days during the
week he's somewhere in the community."
"One weekend he might be going to three
p.
from page 7
or four different events." Sutherburg said.
Thc brothers agreed the stigma attached
to being a fraternity did not bother them.
While public reaction might at first he skep-
tical. Sutherburg said, people generally view
the brothers in a positive light.
"They think of a typical college student
who goes out and gets drunk every weekend
and causes trouble." Sutherburg said. 'Then
they see some organization actually try to do
something for the community. They think it's
great"
The stereotypes of fraternities aren't just
confined to the public. Moorhead said he
was not interested in joining a fraternity
before hearing about APO.
"When I came to college I v. as not inter-
ested in any type of fraternity," he said. "All
the 'Animal House' stereotypes came to
mind. Then I saw a flyer that said. 'Service
Fraternity.' I'd never heard of a service
fraternity. I came to rush. met the brothers.
and liked what I saw."
Being a service fraternity doesn't neces-
sarily mean the brothers can't or don't have
fun Being with others who enjoy helping
others brings the brothers closer together.
"For my part. the service brings us to-
gether as a brotherhood." Broder said. "We
put in long hours on service, but we do it
together. and we all have a good time doing
it.• •
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Your RA is infringing on your civil rights.
You keep getting ticketed even though
you're parking in the right lots.
Your club treasure i embezzling funds.
Your organization is always•doing inter-
esting projects, but never gets !any press.
If it's good or had, scandalous or run-of-
the-mill, illegal or unethical, we want to
know about it.
Call The Maine Campus Newsline, 581-1269.
news tips, .44"r1) ideas, grip", kudes
and criticism on our Newsline, 24-hours a
day. 'You can be anonymous or identified
and the tail goes directly to Meridian Mail.
If you want a response to your call, be sure
to leave your name. If you really want to
be anonymous and you're calling from on
campus, use a courtesy phone.
Messages will be picked up daily.
3Mb
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Bangor AUDiTORIUM
110 Dutton Avenue
October 15, 16, 17, & 18
Thursday Noon 8 P.M.
Friday 10 A.M. - 8 P.M.
Saturday 10 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sunday 10 A.M. - 3 P.M.
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SpOrtSNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Ibe L 111\ ersity ot Maine women's
soccer team split two games over the
weekend. After an 8-0 loss at Providence
Saturday, the Black Bears shutout Cani-
sius 2-0 on Sunday. UMaine scored a
goal in each half of play as they beat
Canisius 2-0. At the 44:25 mark in the
irst half Christina Contardo crossed the
ball to the far post where Rhonda Petkey
headed it into the net.ln the second half
Sharon Rothwell got the goal on a corner
kick at the 53:41 ilia, k. Contarcio took the
kick for Maine, passing it to Tiya Eggan
who gave the outlet pass to Rothwell for
the score. Jennifer Terpolilli gained her
first career shutout with four saves in her
first college start.
Cross Gauntry Places second
lie University Or Nlinue Ilci,kr,s
country team placed second, only seven
points behind Purdue, in the Murray Keat-
inge Invitational Oct.10 in Orono. Jamie
LaChance, Jeff Young, and Sean Tynan
crossed the finish line within 10 seconds
of each other to place second, third and
fourth overall.
The University of Maine field hockey
team has yet to win a North Atlantic
Conference game this season as they fell
2-0 to Boston University on Saturday.
The Black Bears did come back to defeat
Yale 3 1 on Sunday to gain their third win
of the season. Lesa Densmore deflected a
Jody Castonguay shot to give Maine the
1-0 advantage. Yale tied the game with
only :32 left in the half. At the 27-08 mark
of the second half Michelle Gallan scored
on a penalty corner. Assisting on the play
were Densmore and Margaret Henrick.
Densmore scored her second goal on a
penalty stroke at 7:34 of the second.
Simms has surgery
E. RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP)—New
York Giants quarterback Phil Simms un-
derwent arthroscopic surgery on his right
elbow aad might be able to return to the
team in about a month.
Dr. Russell Warren found a slight
Sprain of the medial colateral ligament in
the elbow, but chose not to repair it dur-
ing the procedure, coach Ray Handley
said. Warren did remove several large
hone chi ps that had existed before Simms
Sprained the elbow against the Los Ange-
les Raiders on Oct. 4.
Kelly has pain in elbow
ORCHARD PARK. N.Y. (AP)- Jim
Kelly had x-rays taken on his throwing
elbow after waking up in pain, but the MC s
top-rated pagser was optimistic about play-ing in Buffalo's next game in two weeks.
Kelly onginally injured the bursa sac on his
right elbow flying to make a tackle two
weeks ago in Buffalo's 37-10 loss to Miami.
• Football
• Black Bear football defeats Liberty, 42-20
• Men's soccer beats Harvard, 2-1
• Tim Hopley's weekly column
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Black Bears extinguish Liberty Flames
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
Saturday was not a bright day for theliberty University Flames. In fact, the onlything Head Coach Sam Rutigliano enjoyed
about the day was the leaves, "The foliage
around here was really nice, but that was all
that was good about today."
Behind two interceptions returned for
touchdowns by cornerback Bill Curry, the
University of Maine doused the Flames 42-
20.
It was a same ruled by the defense,
primarily that of the Black Bears. UMaine
had quarterback Robby Justino scrambling
and hurrying his passes all day. "We got
forced into a defensive line control game,"
Rutigliano said. "This gave our quarterback
a sense of urgency."
With all this pressure Justino was picked
off four times and sacked six. Two of these
coming from defensive end Corey Parker.
"The Parker matchup was a problem for us
today." Rutigliano said. LU center Bryant
Bowden echoed these thoughts, "Parker was
tough for us. He threw a lot of twist at us and
with us throwing the ball that much, it was a
lot of pressure on the line to protect Robby."
This pressure led to the first Black Bear
score and the only points of the first quarter
Justino's pass to his receiver James McK-
night went through the receivers hands and
Curry was there to snag it. Curry returned 74
yards for the score and [Maine had the early
lead. "It was a bad decision by me," Justine.
said. "I should have thrown it away but 1
See FOOTBALL on page 22
Emilio Co!on sets up behind the offensive line during Saturday's game vs.
Liberty. (Boyd photo.)
• Soccer
UMaine men's soccer
upsets Harvard, 2-1
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
There aren't too many things the Univer-
sity of Maine can say they do better than
Harvard Ilniv-rsity.
But they found one Tuesday as the Men's
soccer team defeated Harvard 2-1.
'Maine came into the game after a tough
North Atlantic Conference kiss to sv'ennoili
Saturday and with Harvard ranked third in the
latest ISAA New England Poll. So the Black
Bears would have to play a very good game.
Fortunately for UMaine they had Assis-
tant Coach Scott Atherley and his crystal
bail. On Monday Atherley kept backs Conor
Ward and Paul Kelly after practice to work
on their free kicks.
"We needed to be better at putting the ball
on target on our free kicks," Atherley said.
"The key is to put the hall on target—if
you do that anything can happen."
So of course at the 49:07 mark of the second
half UMaine got a free kick and Kelly put it on
target and beat the goalie for a 1-0 lead.
Also fortunate for the Black Bears was the
fact that their star goalie was in goal. Seh
D' Appolonia was the reason Harvard had not
scored up to that point. He came up big time
and time again to stop the rockets Harvard
was putting on net. The Crimson would out-
shoot the Black Bears 20-10 with D' Appolonia
making nine saves to keep them in it.
Harvard would beat D' Appolonia but only
with constant pressure. At the 82:56 mark a
Crimson corner kick was not cleared and
Jason Luzak put a header oft the crossbar. "Fhe
rebound came out to Joe Bradley who found
the empty left corner to tie the game at 1-1.
But Atherley didn't have his players prac-
tice just for a tie. At 84:38 Ward got a free kick
and once again the target was found. "I was
just trying to bend it around the defenders so
we would at least get a rebound," Ward said.
The shot, however, was to much for goalie
Ned Carlson as he got a piece of it but not
enough and the ball found the back of the goal.
This time there was no comeback for
Harvard and the Black Bears had escaped
with a 2-1 upset.
Coach Dyer saw the win as "an emotional
pickup for us."
"We worked hard and came up with the
plays when we needed them." he said.
• Column
Some random
thoughts
By Tim Hopley
Campus Columnist
PORTSMOUTH,
NH— Oh, how the
mighty have fallen.
Two years ago when
Matt DelGuidice came
out of the University of Maine as a junior,
the Boston Bruins had high hopes for the
flashy netminder.
Reggie Lemelin was ( and still is) near-
ing the end of his career and No. I goalie
Andy Moog needed more rest than the 36-
year-old Lemelin could giNe.
It seemed almost a natural fit that Del-
Guidice step in and relieve some of the
mounting burden.
The only other goalies the Bruins had in
the minors were journeymen at best, none
possessing the skills of the West Haven,
Conn. native.
That was two years ago. Now the all-
time Clack Bear save percentage leader is
on the verge of being released from his
AHL Providence Bruins contract.
With what has been called questionable
Sec COLUMN on page 24
Or
.4.41
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Football
tried to force it."
The second quarter started with Maine inthe middle of a drive that had started at theLU 414. On third and three at the four, EmilioColon found tight end Brian Gaine in theend zone for the touchdown. UMaine con-verted the two
-pointer and it was 15-0 BlackBears.
Liberty, however, came right back. Justin()hit McKnight, who beat free safety Greg Mikellwho si:pped on the wet turf, and McKnightscampered 55 yards for the score. The two-point play failed and Liberty trailed 15-6.With 8:21 left, Justino once again let ahurried pass fly and Curry was there once
again to pick it off and returned it for six.
"I got the hall and saw the sideline was
wide open so I turned for it and ran it back,"Curry said. This one was good for a 51-yard
return and a 23-6 lead.
But Liberty would hang tough. Justine
marched his troops 86 yards and capped itoff with a 26 yard pass to wideout lssacCook to cut the leid to 23-13.
With 2:54 left, Colon started a march offhis own, highlighted by his own 30 yard run
on 3rd and 12 to keep the drive alive. Colon
ended it with a 11 yard ID pass to flankerKenny Squires to take a 29-13 lead and
round out the first half scoring.
• American League
Dave Stewart uses ` death
stare' to down Jays
By Wendy Elane
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Dave Stew-art stared down the Toronto Blue Jays, thensat them down. And he did it well enough toput the playoffs back in the SkyDome.The Oakland A's big-game ace kept histeam alive in the playoffs, pitching a 6-2complete-game victory over Toronto Mon-day.
Stewart used his customary "death stare"to its best advantage, and the Coliseumcrowd enhanced the air of intimidation, notby cheering, but with a low-pitched
"O000hhhh" each time Stewart took themound.
When it wasn't Stewart keeping the BlueJays off balance, it was Rickey Henderson,who flustered starter David Cone and irritat-ed coach Gene Tenace.
If ever the A's needed Stewart to go thedistance, this was the time, with the bullpenreeling from injuries and ineptitude. DennisEckersley had pitched 1 2-3 disastcrousinnings in Sunday's 7-6 loss and was spent,and the only fresh reliever, Rick Honeycutt,was bothered by back spasms.
"I was going to do whatever was neededto get the win," said Stewart, who allowed
seven hits, walked three and struck out five.
"When I was coming to the park today,I was just thinking I didn't want it to be thelast day."
Stewart was the AL playoffs' first com-plete-game winner since Boston's BruceHurst in 1986. With a playoff record of 6-0,there's nobody fiercer in the postseason.Juan Guzman, Game 3's winner, will tryto end the series Wednesday and put Toron-to in the World Series for the first time infour tries. He will face Mike Moore, wholost at the SkyDome in Game 2.
If Guzman is to fare better than Cone, hewill need better defense behind him. TheBlue Jays committed three errors Mondayand have seven in the last two games.
"You can be disturbed all you want,"Toronto manager Cito Gaston said. "Let'sjust hope it doesn't happen again. This is agood fielding club."
Oakland's top three hitters in the lineup
— Henderson. Jerry Browne and RubenSierra — provided all eight hits to help theA's bounce hack from their demoralizingdefeat a day earlier.
Henderson had two hits and scored twice.Sierra hit a two-run homer in the first inningoff C'one and chased him with an RBI singlein the fifth
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Coming out for the second half the Black
Bears had the ball and thoughts of putting
the game away. Yet Liberty wouldn't go
away. Colon's one yard pass to Frizell Davis
was fumbled, returned for the TD, and Lib-
erty was right back in it 29-20.
After six minutes, which included an-
other Justin() interception and a U Maine
missed fieldgoal. Colon hit Tony Sydlowski
for a 25 yard score and a 35-20 lead to round
out the third quarter.
The fourth quarter was a mirror of the
first. With 6:53 left Justine threw up a float-
er under pressure and Jemal Murph brought
it in and ran it back 27 yards to cap off a great
from
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day for the UM ai ne secondary. Li beny coulddo nothing the rest of the way and the BlackBears came away with the 42-20 victory.After the game Maine coach Kirk Fe-rentz was extremely pleased.
"We made the big plays out there whenit was needed. This game was a gut check forthe team and we came ready to play," hesaid.
Ferentz said he sees good things for thisteam, "If Maine doesn't hurt Maine, we canbe a decent team and play with anyone."The Black Bears can test this theory nextweek as they take on Rhode Island in a toughYankee conference matchup.
• National League
Barry Bonds beats playoff
slump in NL, series
By Ronald Blum first pennant since 1979. Glavine, 0-3 againstPittsburgh in the playoffs over the last twoyears, knows that as well as anyone.ATLANTA (AP) — Tim Wakefield and "We've stuck with our game plan and justhis knuckler are back, and so is Atlanta's tried to pitch him the way we would nonr.allTom Glavine. Players and fans will be won- pitch him regardless of how he's swinging thtdering if Barry Bonds is back. too. bat or how he's struggling," Glavine said.Is he the remaining half of the Killer B's, "I'm not going to get into how we pitch him.the ones who stung Pittsburgh opponents? The only thing I would say is that you don'tOr is he the Killer B, the one that was killing want to get into a pattern with him."the Pirates' offense before Sunday night's Glavine couldn't get a good pattern go-2-for-5 performance with an electrifying ing in Game 3, going to three balls on six ofRBI double, the first seven batters. The Braves, who lost"Barry had a good game, the type of game Glav ine's games 5-1 and 1-0 last year, lostwe all know he's capable of having on any this one 3-2.given night," Glavine said. "Last night was "For me, it's doubly frustrating becauseany given night He did what he was doing my luck in the postseason hasn't been thatwhat he has been doing all year last night." good," Glavine said. "I hadn't pitched had.Bonds helped Pittsburgh to a 7-1 victory People's expectations got so high that if Ithat pulled the Pirates to 3-2 in the best-of- don't pitch a shutout. I didn't succeed. If7 series. But the Braves are still one win won 4-3, it's a great game.-away from becoming the first repeat cham- Wakefield was the winner, pitching apion in the NL since the Los Angeles Dodg- five
-hitter. He went 8-1 after his July 31ers in 1977-78. 
callup, and has been as unflappable as any"Can the Braves won ore more game? veteranYes,-
 Pirates manager Jim Leyland said. "I see this as the opportunity of a life-"Can the Pirates win two more games? Yes." time and I'm just trying to make the best ofBonds was 1 for 11 before getting two it," Wakefield said. "I have a lot of confi-hits in five at-bats in Game 5. With two big dence in the team and in myself, and I guessgames. Bonds could carry Pittsburgh to its it shows on the mound."
AP Sports Wtiter
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• for information leading to the
• conviction of the person(s) who
• ct• .e.le the Ronald McDonald statue
• from the Old Town McDonald's.
• ▪ Please call either Linda or Doug
.• at 827-4489.
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•l\1HL
First-round pick Russian
gets a taste of the NHL
By John Kreiser
ap Sports Writer
Alexei Kovalev gave the New York Rang-
as a taste of what he can do. They gave him
sampling of what life in the NHL can be like.
Kovalev, the first Russi:o: ever picked in
the opening. round of the draft, had a goal in his
NHL debut Monday night as the Rangers
sank the Hartford Whalers 6-2 in New York's
'tome opener.
KovaleY New York's No. I pick in the
991 draft, also saw the NHL at its worst —
a series of fights and altercations, culminating
in a third-period brawl that wound up with
both goaltenders involved.
"I've never seen that in my life," Kovalev
said after scoring one of New York's four
second-period goals as the Rangers won their
fourth straight home opener.
In other games, it was New Jersey 4,
Washington 2; Boston 6, Ottawa 3, and Van-
couver 8, Winnipeg I.
Before the teams started playing Rollerball.
the Rangers broke open a 1-1 game with their
four goals in the middle period. After Mike
Gartner snapped the tie, Tony Amonte scored
twice and Kovalev once in a span of 2:40.
Amonte connected on a power play at
9:29 and again at 1 1:33 before Kovalev jabbed
a loose puck over the goal line at 12:09.
After that, it was Fight Night, with referee
Rob Shick handing out 217 penalty minutes
—125 to the winless Whalers (0-4-0), includ-
ing game misconducts for instigating fights to
Andrew Cassels and Jim McKenzie.
Devils 4, Capitals 2
While the Rangers were selling all 18,200
seats at Madison Square Garden. about halfthat number of fans showed up eight milesaway at the Meadowlands to see Kevin Todd
score twice in the first period for New Jersey.Claude Lemieux gave the Devils the leadbefore Todd got his first two goals of the
season for a 3-0 lead. After Pat Elynuik scoredfor Washington in the second period. Valeri
Zelepukin gave the 1)evils some insurance.
The Capitals lost more than their third
straight game. Rookie defensernan Jason
Woolley broke his left wrist in a second-period collision.
Bruins 6, Senators 3
Vladimir Ruzicka's third career hat trick
led the Bruins over the expansion Senators at
Boston Garden.
Ruzicka scored twice in the seeond period
and once in the third as the Bruins spoiled the
return of former coach Rick Bowness, who
was hired by Ottawa after being fired by
Boston last spring.
Mike Peluso. the NHL leader in penalty
minutes last season. scored twice for the Senators.
Canucks 8, Jets 1
Pavel Bore. the NI-11,'s top rookie last sea-
son, scored four times. including three in the
second period, as Vancouver routed Winnipeg.
Bure' s four goals tied a c lub record, as did his
two shorthanded goals and his three goals and
four points in one period. His fourth goal. with
1:45 left in the game, eaned a standing ovation
from the Pacific Coliseum crowd of 13,084.
Cliff Ron ning, GeoffCourtnalland Trevor
Linden also scored for the Canucks (3-0-0).
Phil liousley's third-period goal spoiled
Kirk McLean's shutout bid.
*NFL
-N.T1G7T S ._JILL. receiving
By Richard Keil
AP Sports Writer
ASHBURN, Va. (AP) — As Art Monk
approached the NFL's all-time receiving
record. the Washington Redskins bench
seemed like NASA's Mission Control dur-
ing a rocket launch countdown.
Every time I came to the sideline, they
,i,ould say, ` You need five more, you need
lour more,-
 ' Monk said after his 820th
career reception eclipsed by one Steve Lar-
gent's previous mark. "They kind of re-
minded me. I tried not to keep track of it.'
Throughout Washington's 34-3 victory
over the Denver Broncos on Monday, the
countdown continued as Monk entered the
fourth quarter two catches shy of I argent's
mark,
The record watch hit two when Mark
Rypien hit Monk with a six-yard slant pass
icross the middle.
It reached one on the very next play.
when Monk ran a simple hook pattern.
shrugged off a tackle and gained 18 yards
before being stopped. That tied him with the
former Seattle Seahawks great.
Liftoff came on the next play, the third
consecutive pass to Monk, this one a simple10
-yard sideline slant that the 13-year veter-
an caught just as he fell out of bounds.
The entire Redskin team then sprinted
across the field, surrounding the NFL's most
prolific Pass catcher. He was hoisted onto apair of broad shoulders and carted halfway
record Ill
across the field.
"It means a lot." Monk said quietly.
"The Lord has really blessed me ... I really
feel like I am an instrument of Him. It's for
His praise and His glory."
23
Ultimate Frisbee
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Matt Haneau grabs the oi se against Tufts in the Uitimate Tournament on
Sunday. (Lachowski photo.)
Don't take it all so seriously.
REASON #2:
NO HAZING.
(THATTHING
Wral THE
CfririCKEN IS
TOTALLY
OP flONAL)
‘st,
4\V
AMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
The Union Board Office
2nd Floor
Memorial Union
Weekly Meetings:
Publicity: Monday 7 pm
Entertainment: Wednesday 7 pm
Film: Wednesday 3 pm
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Hopley's column
from page 21attitude and desire by Bruins geiieral man-
ager Mike Milbury, DelGuidice is current-ly splitting time between the pipes of thebaby Bs with former Ohio State BuckeyeMike Bales.
It is Bales. though, who appears to be
the heir apparent to the Boston back-up
role.
The 5-foot-9 DelGuidice opened last
season with the parent Bruins and played
relatively well. He posted a 2-5-1 mark
with the Bs in 10 games, sporting a respect-
able 3.96 goals against average and .883
save percentage.
He was shipped out to the Maine Mari-
ners when Lemelin returned hut played in afunk the remainder of the season. Thc num-bers were ugly: 25 games, a 5-15 record.4.41 gaa and .863 spct.
With his future in question. DelGuidicehad a decent camp this fall while Bales had
an "outstanding" one, according to new
Boston coach Brian Sutter.
To date this season, DelGuidice is sport-ing an 0-3 mark for the 0-4 Baby Bs, having
allowed 22 goals while turning aside just76 of 97 shots (A .7q3 percentage).
It may be needless to say, but don't look
for DelGuidice in Boston black and gold
anytime soon.
Weekly shots from the point:
Two names inadvertntly omitted from last
weeks' "Where are they?" segment were a
pair of Buffalo Sabres.
Keith Carney and hob Corkum have
bet stuck w ith the Sabres this season andboth scored their first goals of the cam-
paign this past weekend.
Carney went first. scoring what turned
out to be the game-winning goal in Buffa-lo's 5-2 win over Hartford Saturday night.
The smooth defenseman tcok a Dale Ha wer-
chuk pass in the slot and hanged home a
wrist shot past Whaler goalie Frank Pi-
etrangelo m the first period. Carney also
assisted on the teams' fifth goal later in the
game.
Corkum took his turn the next night.
scoring a parr of markers. First the former
UMaine captain took a feed from former
Bruin Bob Sweeney amd stuffed it past Mon-
treal netminder Andre Racort late in the first
period. Then in the third, Corkum went to
work again. scoring his second of the nightin the 8-2 Sabre rout.
A side not to the Buffalo-Montreal affair
was Carney's involvement in a third period
fight. Everyone who remembers the Paw-
tucket, R.I. native in Black Bear blue and
white knows now much of a thug he was. Y a.
Right.
xii{aibiiNir' Former Marner Mike
Bordick has struggled through the first five
games of the American League Champion-
ship Series. A .300 hitter during the regular
st...nson. Bordick, from Winterport, is just
one for 17(057) Ask anyone in the Athlet-ics clubhouse, though, who their MVP is
and they'll tell you without hesitation
Bordick.
This really says something for the Black
Bear baseball program. Bordick. along with
Larry Th6inas, Ben Burlingame, Mark
Sweeney, Mike D'Andrea and Andy Har-
tung have shone brightly at different levels
of professional ball this summer.
"Bordick led the American League in
hitting for the first two months of the sea-
son.
'Thomas is moving quickly up the lad-
der in the White Sox organization. He made
the jump from A to AA and pi,ched in an
exhibition game against the parent Chi Sox.
shutting them out over five innings.
"Burlingame got out of the gates quick-
ly but struggled late in the season, sporting
a .500 ,eeord.
'Sweeney led his Angels A-ball team in
two offensive categories and sho.id take
the next step up in the spring.
'D' Andrea signed late with the Braves
A team ;n Pulaski, Va. and quickly became
their best pitcher. He posted an 8-1 record
and was honored in Atlanta last weekend as
one of the organizations' most outstanding
••••••••••• 
prospects.
'Hartung. meanwhile. may have had thebest season of all the former UMaine play-
ers.
Playing for the Winston-Salem Cubs ofthe Carolina League, Hartung led the cir-
cuit with 94 RBIs, hitting 278 with 23homers, 25 doubles, four triples and 76
runs.
He was second in the league in hits(138) and extra base hits (52) and third in
:tome runs while also stealing 10 bases.
Add in the selection of being a CarolinaLeague All-Star and the Spirits' MVP andyou've got one heck of a year for Hartung.
He also appeared in the Southern Leagueplay offs. hitting a game-winning three-runhomer in the bottom of the ninth.
Hartung is expected to start next season
with the Cubs' new AA affiliate in Orlando.
Ma.
Next week, the vaunted yellow notepad
will travel to Durham. NH for the HockeN
East Media Day. Check in then for the tale
of the tape of Walsh vs. Parker Part '93
Democracy's no good
unless you vote.
-.4
Maine Campus clas Strpiihylke-t-Tort-tird-
Mill for °unclassified ad. •
help wanted
1
Bassist for band. Please call Ken or
Luke at 866-4249 (leave message)
to discuss musical type'- cietails
miscellaneous
Macintosh 512K, w/Macwrite,
paint, draw, Microsoft word 4.0,
Excel & others, $550. 942-4256
FOUND: LL Bean teal jacket with
blue liner. Found outside the library
Oct. 8. If it's yours, stop by The
Maine Campus.
Students wanted to ,,...• -- ,...,t
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also avail-
able Call Collect (514)861-3335
1588 Chev Cet:2brity 4door excel-
lent body & interior 2,600 866-2336
evenin gs.
FOUND: Biker's tool on bike paths
10/8. Cal! 866-3815.
 'r
apartnients
Seamsi Over 20 yrs. operience,
repiacE zippers, hemming, etc, Will pick
up + deriver. Call Jeanne 827-5115
Sewing machine, with button hole
attachment, available with table
45 00 R27-937.?, leave message
•
10St (S? found ,
S252.50 ell 50 funny, college T-shirts
and make $252.50 No financial
obiigation A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales firne=4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Smaller/Larger quantities
avail Call 1 
-800-7R3-3265
Dog boarding $4.00 day at
Wilderland Kennels in Milford.
827-6207 9a.m.-5:30p.m.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE. $EW/
Mo. AVAILABLE JANUARY 1, 1993.W/
D hookup. Luicury 2 BR Tovvnhome. lod.
heat, water. sewer. No Pets. Sec.
Dep. One year lease. Close to carl-
pus Call 945-6955.
WANTED: Dorm size rug for reason-
able price. Cali Tam or Julia x7737. . L)Vi coss ring 13 no vv/LOST: 
t Lag 
arnet Greek letters on top.s
seen 3rd fl library afternoon.Sun
Ca 
-7 .ll 866624
ALASKA SUMMER ENIPtCYMENT-
fishenes. Lam $&J0+/week in canneries
or $4,0004-/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & f3oard! M* or
female. Get a head start on next
summer! For erhOKY'hent Program cii
1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067
Cakes for all occasions- make a
birthday, activity, or special event
something to remember. Don't try to
stomach a supermarket cake Call
Delivered Desserts at 866-5640.
Old Town furnished 1BR apt to sublet
Nay. 1-May 1. Al modem kit& &
bath. Quiet , owner occupied home.
$275 mo + uti. sec/dep. 827-4818.
LOST: Grey Jansport bookbag
outside Riverplex Apt. Oct 2. Call
x6991 ask for Bryan.
Volunteer Drivers needed to trans-
port students w/ disabilities to class.
Helpind Hand Van. Call Lynette x7745
Room w/ house privileges. Old
Town, $220'-phone S1S0 sec
dep Call 827-3694.
555$. FREE TRAVEL AND RESUME
EXPERIENCE!! individuals and
Student Oroani7AtyNns wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK, call the
nation's leader. Inter--Campus
Programs 1-8110-327-6013.
LOST: Near Union-set of 6 keys (one
Honda key) w/ Nike lust Do tt_ anci, a
monkey fist key
 chain& Call 827-3307
LNAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE
KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
Roommate needed to share
Bradley 2BR townhouse. Prefer
non-smoker. Call 866-7846
$1"-- 7 ' - --- --- - --,c.+c.-- •
FOUND: Gitano heart-shaped gold
watch, one gold hoop earring, 2 sets
of keys-one vv/ black sh,3rk bottle
opener, one Mt. Katadhin bottle
opener, a Sharp EL-531D cakulatr).,
and one pair gold wire aviator
glasses, If ft's Yours, stop by the Info
Booth at the Union.
Overseas jobs. $900-2000 mo.
Summer, yr. round, all countries, all
fields. Free info. Write 11C, PO Box
52 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
STORAGE-Bikes, books, furn., 24
hour access no deposit, electronic
cpri Irity, sizes 5xS thfu 10x25 
E c ono- Storage, Bangor 942-2665.
for sale
-1
personals 1
if your not in Lambda Chi Alpha
your missing a lot. Call 581-4160.Go brothers! Steve
BE A SPRING BREAK REP! Earn
FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMMISSIONS! Cancun,
1 Daytona, & Jamaica from Si9.
. Call Take a Break student Tidyel
today! (800) 32-TRAVEL.
FOUND: Gold chain w/ cross on it in
Cumberland Hall on 10/9. Call x8071 Mr. Vegas- I swear I changed it. -Jibba
Washer, curtains, carpets, chairs,
entertainment center cheap 827-7645
leave message.
FOUND: Pair of glasses w/ purple
frames, found at Hilltop Mrict. Call
Virginia x4301
Bud Leavitt the original path
finder turns 50 kills Tweety Bird
-Davy Crockett
